



Classical Japanese: A Grammatical Compendium is a reference guide to classical                     
Japanese grammar intended to reach students who have already acquired a fair                       
command of modern Japanese and a basic knowledge of modern Japanese grammar.                       
The origins of this reference guide were laid many years ago. The prototype was                           
written in Dutch, and was greatly indebted to prof. Vande Walle's unpublished                       
course-book  Grammatica van het klassiek Japans . Being given the excellent                   
opportunity to translate the course-book into English, I availed myself of many                       
valuable suggestions gained from student feedback, and made an attempt at                     
appending an extra chapter on classical Japanese particles. Additionally, I have also                       
made the most of additional usage examples taken from various Japanese-language                     
sources.  
 
Making extensive use of reference works on literary-style Japanese or  bungo§, the                         
current text provides a concise introduction to the classical language through a                       
compact linguistic analysis. It puts key grammatical features in context, using                     
examples drawn from a range of classical sources. The used source material primarily                         
represents well-known phrases or lines of poetry taken from masterpieces of the                       
Japanese classical literary canon. As a reference work primarily dealing with lexical                       
categories, this book should optimally be used in conjunction with other selected                       
readings from classical texts. This handbook therefore tries to achieve the multiple                       
goals of helping students to master the key points of the classical language,                         
introducing real-language background derived from ancient, medieval, and early                 
modern documents, and offering stimuli for further reading in the original and in                         
translation. 
 
In this compendium, romanization of the Japanese follows the modified Hepburn                     
system of romaji, and transcribed readings of classical sentences are shown in italic.                         
Extracts from classical sources are rendered into modern character fonts, and                     
non-common Chinese characters or  kanji are topped with  furigana , indicating the                     
proper spelling according to historical conventions. 
 
For its substantial and generous research support during the period the compilation                       
of this textbook was carried out, I would like to express my gratitude to the ERC-StG                               
project Japan Great Depression (reference number 240854). Without it, this version                     
could never have been completed. I feel truly privileged indebtedness to prof. dr.                         
Michael Schiltz, who suggested me the idea for the first edition of this text and                             
provided solid support during the preparation of the final manuscript. Equally                     
profound gratefulness is due to prof. dr. Willy Vande Walle for sharing invaluable                         
knowledge and expertise during the several years I worked with him as his teaching                           
assistant. I was most fortunate to have a copy editor of dr. Paul Arblaster's caliber,                             
whose meticulous reading led to a much improved manuscript. I would further like to                           
extend a special note of thanks to the KU Leuven Japanese Studies colleagues and                           








In terms of grammar and vocabulary, the Modern Japanese language radically differs                       
from most European languages. Learning Japanese therefore often presents problems                   
in the field of linguistic analysis, especially since a systematic approach to teaching                         
Japanese grammar and language structure is notably lacking. Eventually, however,                   
most students of the Japanese language manage to master the language, since apart                         
from reading theory from text books, practical experience of Japanese as a spoken                         
medium is of equal importance, if not more important than class itself. 
In order to gain a solid knowledge of a language, merely learning the modern variant                             
and its practical uses is not enough. Understanding and analysing a country and its                           
culture require much greater proficiency than the level offered in modern course                       
textbooks. Conversance with proverbs, fixed expressions, the historical background of                   
words or the origin of poetic or rhetorical devices, and so forth, may constitute a                             
valuable contribution to the knowledge of the relevant culture, and is indispensable                       
for those claiming to be real experts in the field they are majoring in. In Japanese                               
Studies, students are required not only to have a sound knowledge of modern                         
Japanese, they equally ought to address some more classical aspects of Japanese,                       
pertaining to the development of the language. This mere fact implies that a                         
Japanologist must be interested in the more theoretical aspects of the Japanese                       
language. Students of Japanese consequently should study two historically relevant                   
phenomena, namely what is known as classical Japanese (meaning all expressions of                       
written Japanese from the Heian period ÔP until the early Meiji era Ú×ÔP)                         
and  Kanbun , the idiosyncratic Japanese form of classical Chinese. 
It should be noted that there is no way to acquire either "kind" of older Japanese by                                 
oral practice. The only course and exercise material available are texts, produced                       
during the said periods. Since these languages can only be studied using this kind of                             
material, one should have some solid theoretical knowledge enabling the analysis of                       
sentences, phrases, and so on. Unlike in modern (spoken) Japanese, there is no way                           
to contrast obtained translations with reality. Once more it necessarily emerges that                       





a. As a  description of patterns according to which expressions in a specific                       
language are phrased, in order to be acceptable  and intelligible for the                       
entire population or major subgroups within this population =  descriptive                   
grammar . A descriptive grammar basically is exhaustive. It does  not                   
intend to rule which is right and which wrong, but should offer a linguistic                           
description of a certain language. Ultimately, it aims at creating the                     




with reference to other languages. A descriptive grammar will, from a                     
scientific perspective, try to describe the language studied according to                   
"universally" accepted criteria, and thus make use of a specific linguistic                     
model. 
b. As a collection of rules governing how speakers or learners of a language                         
use acceptable and intelligible patterns of expression =  normative                 
grammar . A normative grammar does not aim at explaining every                   
possible pattern of expression featuring in a language, but intends to                     
compile a set of rules representing a majority opinion or a regulation laid                         
down by official instances, regarding utterances deemed to be linguistically                   
proper and correct. A normative grammar therefore is not exhaustive, but                     
rather the lowest common denominator. True to its objective, a normative                     
grammar will describe its object according to "local" criteria that                   
specifically apply to the language concerned, having no claim to                   
universality. 
 
As a normative grammar, the present course aims to provide an introduction to the                           
grammar of the Japanese literary language (also known as  Bungo §). The system                         
underlying this course mainly corresponds to the grammatical system used for                     
teaching modern Japanese language, for example in Japanese schools. 
Consequently, grammatical aspects introduced in this course nearly always have,                   
mutatis mutandis , equivalents in modern Japanese. The general framework however                   




The passages extracted from classical texts follow the classical orthography                   
( rekishiteki kanazukai É¡0CØj), a system commonly used until 1946 when the                     
current modern spelling was introduced. It is assumed that the classical spelling                       
somehow reflected the Heian period pronunciation of Japanese. The classical spelling                     
is based on a kana syllabary, which as early as the Heian period was organized into a                                 
table of fifty sounds, the so-called  gojūonzu P@.. This table consists of five                         
columns ( dan ; literally "tiers") arranged in  aiueo order, and ten rows ( gyō í),                           
starting with vowel kana, and proceeding in accordance with the Japanese                     
alphabetical convention of following the initial  kstnhmyrw consonants. Every single                   
kana sign was subsequently attributed to one of the fifty cells according to its initial                             
sound and final vowel. Consequently,  ku [belongs to the cell formed by the  k row                             
( kagyō ªí) and  u column ( udan ¥), and  o  is placed at the intersection of the                                 
w row ( wagyō îí) and the  o column ( odan ©). The terms  dan and  gyō are                               
equally taken as reference when classifying verbs into flexional classes ( see below ). 
Technically, the table shows some inconsistencies. Three speech sounds,  yi ,  ye and                       
wu , had already vanished from Old Japanese before the table came about. They were                           
replaced by substitute sounds,  i P,  eT and  uR respectively. During the Muromachi                             
period, the 47 unique speech sounds were enlarged by the addition of nasal  n ,                             
which had undoubtedly figured in the classical language long before. In modern                       




sounds; also known as  seion d@) combined with diacritics or other marks.                       
Specifically kana having a voiced initial consonant ( dakuon d@ marked by a                       
dakuten dF, i.e. a double slash in the top right corner:) and kana beginning with                               
a  p sound ( handakuon _d@, indicated by a  handakuten _dF or top right circlet:                           
) were added to the original table. This finally resulted in a 76 character table, or 73                                 




  N  P  R  T  V   
Ní  aN  iP  uR  eT  oV 
Wí  kaW  kiY  ku[  ke]  ko_ 
aí  saa  shic  sue  seg  soi 
kí  tak  chim  tsup  ter  tot 
ví  nav  niw  nux  ney  noz 
{í  ha{  hi~  fu  he  ho 
í  ma  mi  mu  me  mo 
í  ya  iP  yu  eT  yo 
í  ra  ri  ru  re  ro 
í  wa  i  uR  e  o 
­            n 
Xí  gaX  giZ  gu\  ge^  go`   
bí  zab  jid  zuf  zeh  zoj 
lí  dal  jin  zuq  des  dou 
|í  ba|  bi  bu  be  bo 
}í  pa}  pi  pu  pe  po 
1.3.2. Transcription 
Since classical Japanese texts are currently read in modern pronunciation, this                     
introduction uses a transcription based on the modern modified Hepburn                   
romanization. A number of rules apply: 
▪ Most  hagyō{í characters are transcribed without an h/f (e.g.  koi ,  kau&,  mae ,                                 
ōkimi ), except when they figure in the beginning of a word or element of a compound                                 
(e.g.  hi à, Yukihira í, Ukifune áA). In the middle of a word, { however is                               
always rendered as  wa (e.g.  owasu V{e) and the same transcription applies to the                           
joshi wa {. 
▪ The  wagyō í characters , , and are transcribed respectively as  i ,  e and  o                               
(e.g.  otoko ,  koe ,  mairu ).  Wa  however retains its original transcription, except                             








▪ a prolonged u is pronounced as ū (e.g.  gafū ,  tsūzu f,  yūshi ) 





Please note that the above spellings are not used for verbal basic forms:  auv,  iu{                               
,  uu ñR,  you , and so forth. 
1.3.3. Kana combinations 
Modern Japanese contracted sounds or  yōon s@ phonologically consist of a                     
consonant combined with a semivowel ( y and until 1946 also  w ; see[) followed by                             
a short vowel ( a ,  u or  o ). This category comprises the following clusters:  kyaY,  sha                               
c,  cha m,  nyaw,  hya~,  mya,  rya,  kyuY,  shuc,  chum,                                 
nyu w,  hyu ~,  myu ,  ryu ,  kyo Y,  sho c,  chom,  nyow,  hyo                                 
~,  myo  and  ryo . Lengthened contracted sounds or  yōchōon sà@                       
today only involve the vowels  u  or  o . Prolongation, in transcription represented by a                           
macron (ˉ), is achieved by adding an extra  u R at the end of a syllable:  kyū YR,                                   
shū cR, ...,  kyō YR,  shō cR, etc. Prior to the 1946 spelling reforms, a                             
number of conventional kana combinations were applied in the Japanese language.                     
Some of them can be compared to the current  yōon or  yōchōon , whereas other should                             
be read as notations marking a long syllable, that is the combination of a                           
consonant/semivowel and a long vowel  or the combination of a short vowel and kana                           
indicating prolongation ( u R or  u ). Most combinations are obsolete today,                       
although they may appear in some modern texts, particularly in poetry. The following                         
table, arranged in  aiueo order, presents a modern transcription of these historical                       
kana combinations: 
 
NR  ō  cR  shū  z  nō 
N  ō  dR  jū  {R  hō 
PR  yū  c  shū  |R  bō 
P  yū  d  jū  {  hō 
TR  yō  cR  shō  ~R  hyū 
T  yō  dR  jō  R  byū 
V  ō  e  sū  ~R  hyō 
V  ō  gR  shō  R  byō 
WR  kō  hR  jō  R  hyō 
XR  gō  g  shō  R  byō 
W  kō  i  sō    hō 
X  gō  kR  tō    bō 
YR  kyū  lR  dō  R  mō 
ZR  gyū  k  tō    mō 
Y  kyū  mR  chū  R  myō 
YR  kyō  nR  jū  R  myō 
ZR  gyō  m  chū    mō 




[  ka  nR  jō    yū 
\  ga  nR  jū    yō 
[R  kō  n  jo  R  rō 
\R  gō  q  zū    rō 
]R  kyō  rR  chō  R  ryū 
^R  gyō  sR  jō    ryū 
]  kyō  r  chō  R  ryō 
^  gyō  s  jō    rū 
_  kō  vR  nō  R  ryō 
`  gō  v  nō    ryō 
aR  sō  wR  nyū    rō 
bR  zō  w  nyū  R  ō 
a  sō  x  nū    yō 




The origin of Japanese cannot be ascertained with confidence. Several attempts have                       
been made to associate Japanese with languages in neighbouring countries (such as                       
Korea) or regions (such as the Austro-Polynesian region) but none of these attempts                         
have produced definitive results. The only point that can be asserted with conviction                         
is that Japanese has some striking similarities in terms of grammar to the Korean                           
language, for example, but this is not considered to be decisive enough to classify                           
Japanese in the same language family. On the other hand, some isolated evidence                         
exists suggesting similarity between Japanese and a number of Polynesian languages                     
as far as basic vocabulary is concerned. Again, evidence is too limited to conclude in                             
favour of clear linguistic kinship. 
2.2. Foreign Influences 
While the origins of the Japanese language may be obscure, there are clear foreign                           
influences on its later development. 
2.2.1. China 
Chinese without doubt has exerted the most important influence. China was the                       
dominant nation in all Asia during a considerable period of time, and for sheer                           
practical reasons it was necessary to learn Chinese. The Chinese script was used by                           
Japanese to write their own texts. Although kana alphabets, incidentally based on                       






Korea's role in shaping Japanese culture is usually underestimated or silently                     
overlooked. The fact is that particularly during the first centuries of adoption from                         
foreign cultures (3 rd to 5 th centuries), Korea played a very important role. The first                           
preceptors of the Japanese, not only in the field of Chinese language, but also in the                               
area of technology and culture, presumably were Korean immigrants. Their influence                     
on the adaptation and modification of the Chinese script should certainly not be                         
downplayed. 
2.2.3. European languages 
Moreover, as soon as contact with Europeans came about, large numbers of words                         
from European languages were imported. The oldest loanwords of European origin                     
were derived from the Portuguese due to encounters with Portuguese missionaries in                       
the 16 th and 17 th centuries. Following the seclusion of Japan by the Tokugawa                         
shogunate, the only Europeans allowed contact with the Japanese were Dutch traders                       
stationed at Dejima. Dutch loanwords were mainly borrowed during that period.                     
Nowadays, however, the most important influence on Japanese by a foreign language                       
other than Chinese comes from English, notably since the American occupation after                       
World War II. All these influences on the Japanese language, however,                     




Microlinguistically speaking, one might say that a language comprises both a lexicon                       1
(words and their meanings) and a grammar (the rules or structures according to                         
which words should be connected with each other in order to produce plain and                           
intelligible expressions for other speakers of the language concerned). 
- A  lexicon is described in dictionaries. 
- A  grammar (see above) is explained and illustrated in textbooks that                     




Morphology is the study of word forms. It investigates which kinds of words there are                             
in a language, and under which circumstances these words are used. Morphology                       
further determines which forms (attached to words or independently) bring about                     
relations between words. 
1 Microlinguistics concerns the internal analysis of a language, i.e. the analysis of a language's structure, vocabulary                                 
etc. proceeding from that language itself. Macrolinguistics can be defined as the scientific analysis of language as a                                   






Syntax concerns the rules governing how words are arranged in a sentence                       
(microsyntax), or how sentence parts are connected in a larger correlation                     
(macrosyntax). 
3.2. Traditional Japanese Linguistics 
In Japan, a genuine study of the Japanese language started rather late (about the 18 th                             
century). Originally, the Japanese's attitude towards their own language came down                     
to regarding Japanese as a necessary evil, deeming serious linguistic pursuit only                       
useful when it concerned Chinese, the actual language of culture and science. The                         
only (and limited) form of Japanese language analysis worth mentioning preceding                     
that date, was the analysis of Japanese phonetics which had to be undertaken when                           
steps were taken to adopt Chinese characters for writing Japanese. This tour de force                           
should certainly not be underestimated, since it involved a phonetic analysis of a                         
language that had not yet been committed to writing. Most of the job was presumably                             
undertaken by  on hakase @1¤, "scholars of pronunciation," who were not                     
Japanese. This analysis and application to Chinese characters yielded the so-called                     
Man'yōgana ¸NCØ system, which would prove to be the foundation on to which                         2
the later  kana alphabets were engrafted. This phonological analysis of Old Japanese                       
is in fact based on the very rich and very developed Indian linguistic tradition, which                             
found its way to China jointly with the linguistic analysis of Buddhist scriptures. 
Only during the eighteenth century, following the bourgeoning of a certain Japanese                       
national awareness, which in the scientific sphere was heralded by the so-called                       
Kokugaku », i.e. "National Learning", did interest in Japanese arise, and                     
prominent scholars started to adopt Japanese as an object of study. Japanese terms                         
for various grammatical specificities were first introduced during this period, laying                     
the foundations of a traditional Japanese grammar. A great deal of the promising                         
approach introduced by the first Japanese linguists and grammarians such as Fujitani                       
Nariakira Ø¤t\À and Gimon a, was rejected during the redescription of the                       
Japanese language in the 19 th century, reflecting Dutch and English influence. The                       
current system, which is largely based on the systematic description by Hashimoto                       
Shinkichi ´h (1882-1945), tries to reconcile the aforesaid traditional approach                   
with terminology introduced under Western influence. This was naturally                 
accompanied by ups and downs. The purpose of the present syllabus is to introduce                           
classical Japanese terminology and classification on the basis of this synthesis,                     
mirroring the teaching practice at most Japanese schools. This is by far the best                           
method to tackle the classical Japanese language in a coherent and normative way. 
 
2  Man’yōgana is a compound term linking  Man’yō , derived from the eighth­century anthology called  Man’yōshū ,                             
with the word  kana , lit. "borrowed letters". The term describes the use of Chinese characters for writing Japanese                                   
texts as it was applied in the  Man’yōshū , the  Kojiki and other Old Japanese writings. Accordingly, a text was                                     
entirely written in Chinese characters, part of which was used phonetically to represent Japanese sounds, whereas                               






When parsing a language, a researcher can adopt two methods. One of these is to sort                               
out the constituent parts of a period, classifying them according to their function in                           
the sentence; in other words, to try to identify the subject, predicate, and kinds of                             
complements. This entails the application of "phrasal parsing". The other method is                       
to apply "part-of-speech parsing". Parts of speech ( hinshi ÉÂ) dominate the latter                       
parsing method. They concern certain categories of words, each of which shares                       
similarities in terms of usage and behaviour (such as syntax, (in)flexion, and so                         
forth). This part will thoroughly discuss the Japanese parts of speech as identified by                           
traditional Japanese linguistics. This implies an introduction of peculiar Japanese                   
terminology, which is explained as clearly as possible using analogies in English. 
Traditional discussion of Japanese parts of speech distinguished between two main                     
groups. Free morphemes ( jiritsugo ß§) comprise words which can operate                   3
independently, and which can be arranged into a sentence. Bound morphemes                     
( fuzokugo Ô§), by contrast, cannot stand alone, but are attached to words, both                         
free and bound morphemes, that function as base. The following sentence illustrates                       
the combined appearance of free and bound morphemes (respectively underlined and                     
shaded) in classical Japanese: 
Ki yori  ochi te  shinuru  mashira ga  ōshi  ô  gm r ¶x X *c  4












































































These are words entirely independent from words they join to constitute a sentence.                         
They operate freely in a language, and can optionally be connected with certain other                           
words. By virtue of the presence/absence of flexion, these free morphemes can be                         
classified into flexion words ( yōgen ) or flexionless words. 
1.1. Flexion words:  yōgen J{ 
These are independent words which change their original form due to certain                       



































As an agglutinative language ( kōchakugo ®§), inter-word relations in Japanese                   
are expressed not by using inflexional endings, but by attaching separate language                       
elements or morphemes to a specific inflected form. The Classical Japanese language                       
has six inflected forms in which  yōgen , depending on the context, may operate. These                           








All forms define the way in which the verb/adjective relates to reality, as viewed by                             
the utterer. Accordingly, they may somehow be compared to the phenomenon of                       
"principal parts", or better: moods or "modi" in Western languages (such as                       
indicative, infinitive, imperative, and so forth). The six forms may further be                       
subdivided into two main groups. One group comprises MZK, IZK, and MRK,                       
emphasizing the meaning of a verb or adjective. The remaining inflected forms rather                         
clarify the position of the verb or adjective in a sentence. In turn, they may be used as                                   
base to which jo(dō)shi having a semantic value are attached. The main group to                           
which an inflected form belongs, is more or less indicated by the name of the very                               
inflected form. Certain inflected forms, for instance, are named after the kind of                         
connection that is established with the part of speech that follows. RTK, for example,                           
literally means "inflected form linked to nouns" ( taigen ni tsuranaru katsuyōkei9{                     
w×vËJ). This form consequently is meant to establish a connection between                     
a  yōgen and a  taigen , i.e. it operates attributively. 
The name of other inflected forms is concerned with a semantic value that is realized.                             
IZK, for instance, literally denotes "the already completed form". Understandably,                   
this form is predominantly used to indicate an already realized condition or                       





The fact that flexion involves modification of verbal (and other) forms, could tempt                         
one to use the term "conjugation" for any formal modification of Japanese  yōgen .                         
Japanese flexional verbs however do not change along patterns similar to those                       
governing verbs in European languages. Yōgen for instance do not change according                       
to gender, person or number. Modification is only affected by the grammatical                       




yōgen . In order to avoid terminology that is open to confusion, the word flexion has                             
been adopted to indicate formal modifications of flexional Japanese words. 
In most cases, however, denotation of intrinsic nuances, such as feelings, politeness,                       
time, and so forth, is achieved in Japanese by  attaching a specific suffix to a certain                               
inflected form. In modern Japanese, various suffixes are so closely connected to the                         
verb, that they almost appear to be endings of the verb.  6
Such forms actually constitute a inflected form of a verb combined with an affix                           
( jodōshi or  joshi ). The most important feature, then, is that this system of attaching                           
affixes and their likes allows a huge variegation of expressions. 
The question inevitably is whether attaching a particle that brings modification to a                         
verb is not the same as using conjugation, as it is the case in Western verbs. 
It is useful to maintain the difference between conjugation and agglutination as a                         7
mode of expressing diverse semantic differences for two reasons. 
1. Both  joshi and  jodōshi can be defined as proper categories separately from yōgen ,                           
since they are isolable, exchangeable, and up to a certain level independent of the root                             
to which they are added. Identical affixes, moreover, can in many cases be used both                             
in connection with verbs and adjectives. 
2. Modification of  yōgen is typically induced by the kind of particle attached. Even if a                               
connection can be made between the semantic value of a particle and the inflected                           
form a  yōgen has to adopt, conjugational forms cover a much larger and more                           





In Western languages, and especially in Latin, different standard patterns (or                     
paradigms) govern how verbs are inflected, or, more accurately, conjugated, after the                       
Latin term for such inflexions:  conjugatio . A similar phenomenon exists pertaining to                       
the flexion of Japanese  yōgen . There are, in other words, patterns governing the                         
format of a  yōgen in each of the above-mentioned forms. These patterns are called                           
flexional classes, or in Japanese:  katsuyō no shurui ËJz$·. 
1.1.1. Verbs:  dōshi Â 
Verbs, or literally "motion-words" in Japanese, express an action, happening, state, or                       
existence. In lexica or dictionaries, verbs typically appear in their final form, that is                           
SSK. 
a. Inflected forms /  katsuyōkei ËJ 
The flexion of verbs operates by modification of the final syllable and/or attachment                         
of an ending, producing at most six different forms. These six forms usually serve as                             
root for  joshi and  jodōshi . Among these inflected forms, some may fulfill an                         












The MZK, literally "not yet completed form", is usually called the "imperfective" or                         
indefinite form. This form cannot be used independently, and should be followed by                         
jodōshi or  joshi . Similar to the MZK in Modern Japanese, which is often followed by                             
jodōshi expressing negation, intention, or deliberation (cf.  ikanai íWvP [I do not                       
go],  ikō í_R [let's go]), the classical MZK is generally followed by  jodōshi                         
articulating a state to be realized, or a future event. Three of the five main uses                               
(negation, intention, surmise) express that the action is still to be completed. The                         





The negation morpheme  zu f takes a prominent place. Moreover, the conjunctive                       
negation particle  de s is equally ranged under this heading. It is a particle that                             











The  jodōshi belonging to this category are  mu (intention),  jid (negative intention)                           




























In addition to the  jodōshi  mashi c (surmise), the particle  ba |                       
(hypothesis/speculation) is particularly relevant for this kind of use.  Ba should not be                         










Autumnal leaves atop Mount Ogura! If you have a heart, please wait for one                           
more imperial procession. 
▪ Passive / medio-passive / potential / causative / honorific 
Mention should be made here of the  jodōshi  ru ,  raru ,  su e,  sasu ae and                                 
shimu c. Specifically, the morphemes  ru and  raru account for the potential,                       
(medio)passive, and honorific functions, whereas  su ,  sasu , and  shimu operate as                     
markers of a causative or honorific content. In addition,  yu and  rayu count as                               
Nara equivalents of the  jodōshi ru and  raru . 
2. The  ren'yōkei ×J 
The "conjoining form" which, as is hinted by its name, connects flexion words,                         








In this usage, the RYK often appears in isolation and takes a so-called "suspensive                           











Mikakimori eji no taku hi no yoru wa moe hiru wa kietsutsu mono o koso                             
omoe ( Shikashū , 7:225) 





Kore yori mine tsuzuki, Sumiyama o koe, Kasatori o sugite, aruiwa Iwama                       
mōde, aruiwa Ishiyama o ogamu ( Hōjōki , 30:39) 
A chain of peaks runs from here, and we shall cross Mount Sumi, pass                           
Kasatori, worship at Iwama, and pray at Ishiyama. 
▪ Nominalisation 
Nouns derived from a verb (i.e. deverbative nouns), are often followed by the particle                           
ni w. A number of RYK forms became independent concepts in their own right and                             
were lexicalized as substantives:  monogatari § (tale),  hikari ² (light),  kasumi g                       
(haze),  kiri Ò (mist),  keburi  (smoke),  omoi ­~ (thought, desire), and so forth. 
 
kX¨wÏ|êcPN|9~ríWÏv 
Waga seko ni koureba kurushi itoma araba hiriite yukamu koiwasuregai                   
( Man'yōshū , 6:964) 








Yo ni kataritsutauru koto, makoto wa ainaki ni ya, ōku wa mina soragoto                         
nari ( Tsurezuregusa , 73) 
The things rumoured in the world are truly uninteresting! Most of them are all                           
lies. 
▪ Root for  dōshi or  jodōshi 
The RYK enables a smooth connection between verbs, joining them into compound                       
verbs. It also functions as root for various  jodōshi (including  ki Y,  keri ],  tsu p,                               
nu x,  tari k,  kemu ]) which indicate aspect or completion of an action. The                             










Diverse particles are attached to the RYK, including conjunctive particles ( te r,                       
tsutsu pp,  nagara vX) and final particles ( soi,  teshiganarcXv,  nishigana                       
wcXv). As far as adjectives are concerned, the RYK may moreover be taken as root                             
for the final particles  mogana Xv en  moga(mo) X¤¥, the conjunctive                     




"Kyō, nami na tachi so!" to hitobito hinemosu ni inoru shirushi arite, kaze                         
nami tatazu ( Tosa nikki , 20:50) 




Ikade tori no koe mo sezaramu yama ni komorinishigana ( Utsubo                   
monogatari , 1) 








Yoshinogawa mizu no kokoro wa hayakutomo taki no oto ni wa tateji to zo                           
omou ( Kokinshū , 651) 














Conforming to the rules of Japanese grammar, the "final form" in general concludes a                           
period. The SSK suggests that an action takes place in the present, although adverbs                           
of time (such as  mukashi |) may evoke a context in the past. In such cases, the SSK                                   











Flexion morphemes indicating a hint of speculation as a rule connect with the SSK.                           







Thirdly, the SSK functions as a form to which a number of  joshi are connected,                             




Na ni shi owaba iza kototowamu miyakodori waga omou hito wa ari ya                         
nashi ya to ( Kokinshū , 411) 











Although the SSK typically concludes a Japanese period, this rule is set aside in a few                               
cases. Certain particles in a sentence, for instance, may require a different final form,                           
usually RTK or IZK. In Japanese linguistics, this phenomenon is better known by the                           
term  kakarimusubi H (inductive connection).  8
4. The  rentaikei ×9 
In general, the adjectival or attributive form is adopted by flexion words preceding a                           







In its attributive function ( rentaihō ×9]), the RTK invariably appears in                     












The RTK here seems to modify nominal nouns ( keishiki meishiäØÂ; such as  koto                           
_t,  mono z,  toki tY, and so forth) or a nominalizing particle (such as  no z),                               
which are dropped out elliptically. In contrast to RYK nominalization, the process                       















Here it is, where those leaving and those returning bid farewell, acquaintances                       
and strangers alike: the Barrier Station of Ōsaka. 
▪ RTK due to induction 
By the agency of certain preceding inductive particles ( zo j,  namu v,  ya  and                             
ka W), the SSK converts into an RTK. Question words too (e.g.  nadovu) may cause                               




















The summer grass has already grown rank, but why does the little cuckoo not                           
utter a single cry near my abode? 
▪ Root for  joshi 
A number of particles always follow the RTK: conjunctive particles (such as the                         
concessive particles  o ,  ni w and  ga X or combinations featuring  mono z:                           
mono'o z,  monono zz,  monokara zW,  monoyue zT) or final                   
















The RTK may serve as the root for the copula  nari v and the comparative flexion                               
morpheme  gotoshi ãc / c. Both  nari and  gotoshi however may be put                         
immediately after a noun, which, in the case of  gotoshi , can be extended by insertion                             
of conjunctive particles such as  ga or  no .  Rahen verbs in particular convert to RTK                             























Although the fence on which the little cuckoo has perched is near, all I do is                               
wait impatiently, for I haven't heard its call. 
 
The RTK in sentence-final position suggests transmission of an implicit message by                       
the author. Using the RTK as a final form with connotative implications was a                           
favourite stylistic device among Heian writers, which increasingly produced a sort of                       
competition between the SSK as a regular final form and the RTK. Eventually, this                           
resulted in the gradual assimilation of both forms. In modern Japanese there is a                           
thorough synthesis of the two inflexional categories: all flexional classes now have                       




In the oldest stage of the Japanese language, the perfective form (literally "already                         
accomplished form") put emphasis on the action or state directly preceding it. In the                           
course of time, the IZK started to express concession as well as causal/temporal                         
structures, for example  yukedo í]u (he did go, however …), yukeba í]|                       
(since/as he went). The IZK is considered to be the prototype of the modern Japanese                             
kateikei C, the conditional or hypothetical: yukebaí]| (if he goes). Also, it is                           
considered to be the opposite of the MZK: whereas the MZK is used to mark an                               
unfinished situation or action (e.g. negation), the IZK often accompanies completed                     
actions or situations. Three specific IZK functions can be discerned: 
▪ Root for  joshi 
Conjunctive particles in particular can be attached to the IZK. These may express a                           































Although both boy and girl were bashful of each other, the boy wanted to take                             
her as his wife. 
▪ IZK due to induction 
The perfective aspect is not always clearly present in this usage. Within this category,                           
the inductive particle  koso in particular requires the IZK as a final form. The                           















This usage concerns the combination of a  yodan verb IZK and the  jodōshi  ri .                               9














As is hinted by its name, the MRK represents the imperative voice of a flexion word.                               







As previously mentioned, the flexion of  yōgen is determined by different flexion                       
patterns (or paradigms). With regard to verbs, nine flexion classes can be identified.                         
They are distinguished by the following factors: 
a. The  number of forms (vowels) a verbal final syllable can adopt when                         
inflected. Within the  gojūonzu these forms are styled "tiers" ( dan ), as                       
opposed to rows ( gyō í), which indicate the final syllables themselves. It is                         
important to bear in mind that this way of counting only addresses final                         
syllabic changes, thus disregarding any ending that might be added to certain                       
forms. 
b. The  row to which the final syllable belongs, when a flexion class only                           
comprises verbs sharing the same kind of final syllable (for example the                       
" ka -row three-tier flexion"  kagyō sandan katsuyō ªíËJ). 
c. If necessary, the  kind of forms a final syllable may adopt. This particularly                           
applies whenever, for instance, two flexion classes may take the same number                       
of forms, although the forms themselves are different. (For example the                     
shimonidan - A× and  kaminidan­katsuyō Ö×ËJ). 
 
Classical Japanese verbs inflect over nine different flexion classes. The following will                       








stem  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
ªí    -             
«í    -             
´í    -             
¾í    -             
Îí    -             
Ïí    -             
Ýí    -             
èí    -             
 
2. The irregular  ra flexion /  ragyō henkaku katsuyō èí/­ËJ 
This flexion is often abbreviated as  rahenè/. Only a few verbs expressing existence                           




addition, a number of suffixes, such as - tari , - keri , - ri , and so forth, are inflected                             
according to this pattern. The SSK of this class is distinctive in ending in  ri instead of                                 
ru . 
    form 
stem  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
èí    -             
 
3. The irregular  na flexion /  nagyō henkaku katsuyō Éí/­ËJ 
Also dubbed  nahen É/. Only three  yōgen respond to this flexional pattern: the                         
verbs  shinu ¶x (to die) and  inu $x (to depart), and the  jodōshi  nu x. 




stem  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
Éí    -             
 
4. The irregular  ka flexion   /  kagyō henkaku katsuyō ªí/­ËJ 
Also called the  ka -row three-tier flexion ( kagyō sandan katsuyō ªíËJ), or                     
kahen ª/ for short. Again, the number of verbs belonging to this class is quite                             
limited: only the verb  kua is included. The  kahen flexion comprises three forms, and                             
has endings for the RTK, IZK, and MRK: - ru , - re and - yo . 
 
    form 
stem  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
ªí    Ø             / 
 
5. The irregular  sa flexion   /  sagyō henkaku katsuyō ´í/­ËJ 
This is also known as the  sa -row three-tier flexion ( sagyō sandan katsuyō´íË                       
J), shortened to  sahen ´/. This flexion is the  sa -row equivalent of the previous                           
class. Every single form is different, and the three final forms, RTK, IZK, and MRK,                             
are compounds using endings. 
Among the verbs taking this flexion are  su e (modern Japanese  suru e), and all                             
its compound derivatives (for example  kisu Be,  takusu be), as well as the voiced                           




stem  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
´í    Ø             
 
6. The higher two-tier flexion /  kaminidan katsuyō Ö×ËJ 
Shortened to  kamini Ö×. Verbs have final syllables varying between just two                       
different forms: a form ending in  u , and one ending in  i . The attribute "higher" refers                               
to the fact that the vowels which can be taken by the final syllable (namely  i and  u ),                                   
are arranged higher in the  aiueo order than the vowels  u and  e , which are                             
characteristic of the "lesser" two-tier flexion. This class is constituted by verbs having                         







stem  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
ªí    -             
«í    -             
¾í    -             
¿í    -             
Îí    -             
Ïí    -             
Ýí    -             
ãí    -             
èí    -             
îí    Ø             
 
7. The higher one-tier flexion /  kamiichidan katsuyō Ö´ËJ 
Abbreviated to  kamiichi Ö´. The final syllable of these verbs does not change. Every                           
form typically has a final syllable belonging to the  i tier. This class is constituted by                               




stem  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
ªí    Ø             
Éí    Ø             
Îí    Ø             
Ýí    Ø             
ãí    Ø             
îí    Ø             
 
8. The lower two-tier flexion /  shimonidan katsuyō A×ËJ 
The  shimoni class undisputedly covers the largest variation of final syllable rows.                       
Since this flexion features a sound change from  u to  e , with  e situated on a lower tier                                   
than  i , this class is called the "lower" two-tier flexion. This flexion likewise makes use                             
of endings (- ru , - re and - yo ) to complete the three final forms. 
 
    form 
stem  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
¡í    Ø             
ªí    -             
«í    -             
´í    -             
µí    -             
¾í    -             
¿í    -             
Éí    -             
Îí    -             
Ïí    -             




ãí    -             
èí    -             




The  shimoichi class applies to only one verb:  keru F. All forms are identical,                           





MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 




Generally speaking, the flexion class of a given Classical Japanese verb cannot be                         
inferred from its SSK. However, it is not too hard to find the appropriate flexion                             
pattern when observing the following classification rules. 
1. The vast majority of verbs belong to the  yodan ,  kaminidan , or  shimonidan                         
classes. Only some twenty-five verbs are ranged under the remaining classes,                     
and these can easily be memorized. 
2. In order to determine which of the three major groups applies, the MZK of a                               





Japanese verbs describing an action or event, are usually of a dual nature, that is to                               
say featuring one form which includes the object or person subjected to the action,                           
making it involved with the action, and another form detaching the said object from                           











At first sight, this phenomenon somewhat resembles Indo-European transitive and                   




















In contrast to Indo-European languages, which exceptionally have transitive and                   
intransitive pairs derived from the same root, the Japanese language quite clearly has                         





























Remarkably, the deverbatives are regularly derived from the source verb, taking its                       
MZK as root followed by the ending - ru when creating an endoactive verb, or                           
adding - su e when forming an exoactive verb. Such constructions clearly suggest a                         
close connection to the verb  su e, and to the passive ( ukemi *) and causative                             




As will be illustrated below,  jodōshi dispose over several possibilities of adding                       
honorific, humble or polite overtones to verbs. Apart from such formal endings, there                         
equally exist a number of verbs usually derived from common classical verbs but                         
having a modified meaning fitting a formal turn of phrase. Such verbs are presented                           
































































































































The Japanese language naturally has not only verbs that function fully independently,                       





1. Formal auxiliary verbs. These constitute verbs of respect (see the table                       
above) serving as auxiliaries or adjectives/adjectival verbs in order to express a                       
hierarchic relation. 
2. Neutral auxiliary verbs. These are attached to nouns, nominal forms of verbs                         
or adjectives, particularly when particles expressing emphasis etc. join in. An                     















Classical Japanese has two copulas:  nari v and  tari k. Both are merged forms                           
of w +  ari N and  to t +  ari N respectively.  Tari appears to be of "newer"                                   
formation, and was presumably coined during the Heian era, when it was used for                           















        Ø 
▪ Flexion 
 
Both nari v and  tari k are governed by the  rahen flexion, but in addition they                               
have their own suspensive forms ( chūshikei ¯µ). They are  nishite wcr or  nite                         
wr for the verb  nari , and  toshite tcr or  tote tr for  tari . 
Moreover, the flexion of  nari combined with the negation  zu f or with emphasizing                           
joshi produces irregular forms. More exactly, it reverts to its original compounds:                       











Nari  can be put after  taigen or nominalized  yōgen (RTK forms). It usually concludes                           
an assertion or declarative sentence. Added to  meishi or RTK forms expressing a                         
place or direction,  nari behaves as a substantive verb (denoting being or existence).                         
In combination with RTK forms operating as a proper name,  nari indicates the name                           
of the substance, that is to say it can be read as  to iu na no …tPØz.  Tari is only                                         
used together with  taigen , preferably from Sino-Japanese stock ( kango §). It                     












Kono koyama wa, moto sotogawa naru yonken no ie no shoyū ni shite                         
(Monbushō ó»,  Jinjō shōgaku tokuhon "à»­, 5) 



















These are flexionable words, expressing qualities of actions or nouns. Accordingly,                     






- Keiyōshi do not accord with the number, gender or "case" of the noun they                           
modify 
- Keiyōshi are governed by a flexion comparable to Japanese verbs. They                     
consequently may function as a single predicate 
This implies that they have more predicative characteristics than their English                     
counterparts. Accordingly,  keiyōshi are more proximate to Japanese verbs, from                   
which they however differ as follows: 
- Keiyōshi flexion does not involve modification of the final syllable, but                     
concerns the addition of an ending to the original final syllable or to the stem. 










The inflected forms adoptable by  keiyōshi entirely correspond to the terms                     





Keiyōshi can be divided into two peculiar flexion classes, assisted by an extraordinary                         
class, which operates as an auxiliary flexion to both main classes. 
1.  Ku flexion /  ku­katsuyō ®ËJ 







stem  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
  -  Ø  10         Ø 
 
2.  Shiku flexion /  shiku­katsuyō ¶®ËJ 













stem  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
  -  Ø          Ø 
 
3.  Kari flexion /  kari­katsuyō ªéËJ 
This flexional class originated from the contraction of a  (shi)ku keiyōshi RYK, and the                           
auxiliary  ari N. Although a number of  keiyōshi exclusively inflect using this model,                         
the great majority belongs to either of the previous classes, and only has recourse to                             






stem  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
















































































































- As an ending, the IZK  kere came about by adding  re to the primeval form  ke . 
- Since the Heian era, and enhanced during the ensuing Kamakura and                     
Muromachi periods, syncopation took place in MZK, RYK, and RTK endings,                     
leading to the /k/ in the middle of a word being omitted. Such syncopations                           















































This part of speech too comprises words expressing qualities of actions or nouns.                         
Whenever functioning (attributively or adverbially) as a modifier, they necessarily                   
take an auxiliary suffix which "facilitates" this role, but which is not a fixed part of                               12
the main word. 
Leaving the moot point of the  keiyōdōshi 's real nature up to further linguistic study,                           
this category is tentatively approached as a separate set of qualifiers within  yōgen ,                         





In contrast to their  keiyōshi counterparts, flexion does not directly connect to the                         
stem of classical Japanese adjectival verbs, but is rather realized by a suffix, or                           
copulative, connecting the  keiyōdōshi to the rest of the sentence. This copulative,                       
either  nari vor  tari k, is partially derived from the verb  ari , and inflects in the                               
same way. 
 
1.  Keiyōdōshi taking the  tari flexion /  tari­katsuyō ¾éËJ 
 
This flexion only governs  keiyōdōshi of Sino-Japanese origin. These typically have a                       
mono- or disyllabic Sino-Japanese stem enhanced by the suffix  tarik. In Classical                         
Chinese too, these words particularly functioned as adverbial modifiers, or at least                       
originally fulfilled a qualifying function. 
The suffix  tari k represents a contraction of the  joshi  to t and the verb  ari N                                 
(see above). Since the Chinese originals essentially behaved as qualifiers, the particle                       
to was inserted before the copula  ari , instead of using  ni . 
This  keiyōdōshi formation basically started as a rendering of classical Chinese                     
qualifiers in a Sino-Japanese reading, a common practice in premodern Japan when                       
classical Chinese texts were read in their Japanese pronunciation ( kanbun kundoku                     
­). Accordingly, numerous Sino-Japanese readings found their way into the                   
common Japanese vocabulary. Two examples of these  keiyōdōshi are given below, as                       
well as a table illustrating the flexion of the suffix  tari .  14
11 Although this rather innovative rendering is chosen to approximate the original Japanese term  keiyōdōshi , the                               
label does not quite accurately reflect the goods: in that respect "nominal adjective" would be a better alternative as                                     
translation. In terms of the history of the language,  keiyōdōshi indeed derive from nouns or quasi­nouns (in most                                   
cases even from Chinese stock), used in fixed combination with the copula  nari . Functioning as an attributive                                 
modifier ( rentaishūshokugo×97ï§, i.e. modifying a  taigen ),  naru inevitably appears as an RTK form between                             
keiyōdōshi modifier and the modified. 
12 See below. The classification and analysis of  keiyōdōshi within Japanese linguistics is of a rather controversial                                 
nature. There is particular controversy as to whether it should be considered a compound, joining two separate                                 
words, the first rather closely related to nouns (being an adjectival noun), or a unit, that is to say, an inflecting word                                           
essentially different from  keiyōshi due to its flexion. 




















stem  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
   -              
 
2.  Keiyōdōshi taking the  nari flexion /  nari katsuyō ÉéËJ 
 
This  keiyōdōshi category comprises words of Japanese and Sino-Japanese origin.                   
Sino-Japanese words account for the major part, the majority derived from Chinese                       
nouns . The indigenous Japanese  keiyōdōshi mostly concern words of an inherently                     
qualifying nature, and rarely involve words of a nominal or adverbial background.                       
The inflecting suffix  nari v is a blending of the  joshi  ni w and the copula  ariN                                   
(see above). Although clearly older than the  tari flexion, this formation was                       























stem  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 






Note : Both  keiyōdōshi classes additionally have a suspensive form ( nishite wcr /                       
toshite tcr), as mentioned above in the section on copulas. This suspensive form                         






















































































The Japanese concept of  taigen covers a wider range of words than the Western                           




capable of being the sentence subject ( shugo§). This feature sets nouns apart from                           









d. can be modified by attributive modifiers ( rentaishi ×9Â,                 
rentai­shūshokugo ×97ï§, RTK forms of  yōgen ) or modifying sentences                 
( rentai­shūshokusetsu ×97ï). 
Substantives may be divided into two categories: indigenous Japanese ( wago ÷§)                     
and Sino-Japanse ( kango §) nouns. 
Apart from characteristic (d), all mentioned features equally apply to the two                       
remaining categories within  taigen . Considering the intrinsic correspondence               




The term  daimeishi is evidently calqued on the word  pronoun , which in fact misfits                           
this Japanese part of speech. Indo-European pronouns are much more clearly set off                         
from nouns, and in addition vary morphologically – two features which are not true                           
for Japanese  daimeishi .  Daimeishi are characterized by the fact that  
- they are independent flexionless words capable of being a sentence subject; in                         
which regard they correspond to nouns. 




The Japanese language has a considerable number of indigenous pronouns. These are                       
especially characterized by the fact of referring to (first, second, and third) persons, as                           
well as by being able to suggest distance with regard to the speaker; in terms of both                                 
time and space. The first and second persons take pronouns which intrinsically                       
indicate the first or second person. The third person however is deficient in such                           
substantive words (which perhaps may somewhat be likened to the English personal                       
pronouns), and instead uses alternatives which might be translated as "the one who"                         
or "the one that", and so forth. Numerous first and second person pronouns go back                             
to honorific vocabulary, which accounts for their considerable diversity. In general,                     
however, Japanese pronouns play a less prominent role than their Indo-European                     







Due to the strong influence of the Chinese language, a number of Chinese nouns                           
entered the Japanese vocabulary as pronouns. They particularly represent items                   
suggesting a certain honorific connotation, and accordingly got incorporated into the                     








In addition to the first, second, and third person, there is an indefinite class of                             
















Remarkably, the trichotomy first, second, and third person applies to all five kinds of                           




Moreover, a further subdivision can be made relative to the distance between the                         










































































































































Japanese numerals are independent words capable of being the sentence subject. This                       
implies that they have as much in common with nouns as pronouns do. What                           
distinguishes numerals from nouns is that the former operate as words indicating a                         
quantity or set. Another peculiarity of Japanese numerals is their duality: they consist                         
both of an incomplete indigenous and an integral Sino-Japanese series. Finally it                       
should be pointed out that a set of mainly Sino-Japanese classifiers ( josūshiDÂ) is                           






































yorozu  (originally an expression used vaguely or hyperbolically               
for a large number) 
 
In the standard classical language, that is to say in Heian Japanese, indigenous                         
numerals are ignored for numbers over ten. By contrast, Old Japanese from the Nara                           
and previous eras made prolific use of indigenous numeral combinations to represent                       
amounts over ten, e.g.: 
 
30  miso /   
misoji 
P /  








When adding single entities to tens, the suffix  amari was inserted, for example misoji                           
amari futatsu no katachi  P7×pzö to express "thirty-two men". Since this                     
rendering was much more complicated than the Sino-Japanese way of counting, it                       
lapsed into disuse by about the 8 th  century. 
As a rule, Japanese numerals are combined with Japanese classifiers, but they can                         















triplets / a     
three-year-old 
▪ Sino-Japanese numerals 
Sino-Japanese numerals make use of a complete set. In real terms, they are used for                             








































1  hitotsu p  ichi ´  11  toamarihitotsu Np  jūichi  
2  futatsu p  ni ×  20  futaso  hata   nijū  
3  mitsu p  san   100  momo  - o /   hyaku ³ 
4  yotsu p  shi £  200  futao   nihyaku ×
³ 
5  itsutsu p  go   1,000  chi   sen  
6  mutsu p  roku ð  10,000  yorozu   man ¸ 
7  nanatsu p  shichi ë  100,000  ∅  jūman  
8  yatsu p  hachi M  1,000,000  ∅  hyakuman 
³¸ 
9  kokonotsu 
p  kyū   10,000,000  ∅ 
senman 
¸ 







Japanese ordinals are formed by adding prefixes and/or suffixes to the cardinals. In                         
contrast to common practice in English and other European languages, different                     
kinds of ordinals exist in Japanese, each befitting a certain context. 
▪ Ordinals based on indigenous cardinals 





These ordinals have the noun  me ö ("eye") suffixed to the numeral. A classifier (see                             

























































Note : The Sino-Japanese numerals for four ( shi £) and seven ( shichi ë) are usually                           
replaced by the indigenous Japanese equivalents  yo and  nana . 







Three suffixes can function as formatives that denote multiplication by a certain                       





This multiplicative suffix is exclusively put after Japanese numerals. Similar to                     
cardinal numbers, Japanese multiplicatives are limited to ten; any multiplication                   
beyond this cut-off makes use of Sino-Japanese numerals. Incidentally, this set is                       























A simple rule of thumb applies to fractions: first the denominator or part displayed                           
below the line (or after the slash) is mentioned, followed by the suffix  bun 
. This                               






















































Classifiers (also called counters or numeratives) are a group of words included in the                           
numerating system in order to establish a semantic relation between the numeral and                         
the counted object. One specific classifier will typically be used to count nouns                         
belonging to the same semantic class. The common feature shared by nouns governed                         
by the same classifier, usually refers to a visible physical characteristic. A discus, a                           
sheet of rice paper, and a coin, accordingly, are all counted using the classifier mai£,                               
which thus accompanies thin or flat small-sized objects. 
Classifiers are common to many Asian languages, including Chinese, Korean, Malay,                     
and so forth. Japanese classifiers do not escape the usual dichotomy between                       
indigenous and Sino-Japanese vocabularies. Indigenous classifiers can be observed                 




Classifier  Meaning  Usage  Example 
eda ´  branch  offerings, presents  kiji hitoeda é´´ one 
pheasant offering 
furi   swing  (drawn) swords  katana hitofuri g´
one unsheathed 
sword 
hashira µ  column  deities and dignitaries  mihashira no kami 
µz three gods 














































tari   *human being  people  19 musume futari Ö× 
two daughters 

















Classifier  Meaning  Usage  Example 
bi   tail  fish  akahara sanbi ÿ
three daces 
chaku ®  clothing  clothes  hakama itchaku ´
®a pair of trousers 






dai Q  platform  machines and vehicles  kikai ichidai A´Q 
one machine 





fū ô  seal  letters, parcels  ippūsho ´ô one 
letter 
fuku ü  width  scrolls, maps  chizu nifuku .×ü 
two maps 
gu ï  tool  utensils, clothes  heiji ichigu Ò¨´ï 
one pitcher 
hiki £  companion  animals  uma nihiki ×£ two 
horses 
hon   root  cylindrical objects  fude nihon ­×two 
pencils 







ka ªõ,  ko   (piece)  default classifier  hako niko C× two 
boxes 
ka ^  load  burden to be carried  ryōgake ikka À´^ 
a carrying pole 
ken i  the eaves  houses  sankenme no tei  i
öz' the third 
mansion 
ku ¸  mouth  people and tools  kōshi ikku ï«´¸ 
one instructor 






mei Ø  name  persons [formal]  hakase hachimei 1¤
MØ eight doctors 
men æ  surface  flat objects  biwa sanmen 
æ three Japanese 
lutes 
mon   gate  cannons  hō hyakumon `³ 
one hundred cannons 
nin   man  people  bushi ikunin ï¤8 
How many samurai? 
ryō   two wheels  vehicles, rolling stock  kuruma sanryō  
three cars 
satsu u  volume  books  shomotsu sansatsu 
u three books 
satsu {  writing  official documents  shōmon issatsu Ë´
{ one deed 
shu (  head  poems  waka hyakushu ÷S
³(one hundred 
tanka 
sō «  large vessel  ships, vessels  kaisen gosō x±«
five lighters 
soku   foot  footwear  kutsu gosoku  
five   pairs of shoes 
tō   head  large animals, cattle  ushi hyakutō ³
one hundred head of 
cattle 










Sino-Japanese classifiers naturally follow Sino-Japanese numerals (excepting the               
peculiar cases involving the numbers four and seven). 




This category covers independent non-inflecting words, which cannot act as subject of                       
a sentence. A distinction is made between  hitaigen that operate as a modifier (before                           
taigen or  yōgen ), and  hitaigen not functioning as modifier. Attributive modifiers are                       





1. They are independent, free words, which modify other adverbs,  yōgen ,                     
predicates, and, in rare cases, nouns. 
2. They are invariable and can be neither subject nor predicate in themselves. 
In the linguistic sphere, one might add that as these words are characterized by                           
invariability and modifying nature, which makes them the ideal soil for onomatopoeia                       
and mimetic words ( giongo \@§ and  gitaigo \A§ respectively). 
Interestingly, the number of fully fledged  fukushi in the Japanese language is rather                         
limited, and most of the adverbial vocabulary is derived from  keiyōshi ,  keiyōdōshi ,                       
nouns, or verbs. 
According to the parts of speech they modify, adverbs can be divided into three major                             
groups: 
1. Adverbs exclusively modifying  yōgen . 





These are used to indicate the way in which an action is done, or modify the property                                 
of a condition. 
 













For example: respectively sorezore ij 
accidentally tamatama ô 
 
Finally, a number of adverbs were taken from the Chinese. They partly concern words                           
that already had a modifying function in Chinese. The remaining ones are words that                           
originally go back to Chinese nouns, or that were compounded in Japan from Chinese                           
elements. 
 



































These adverbs modify the predicate in its entirety. They express a great variety of                           
semantic functions, including negation, condition, affirmation, and interrogation.               
They are often combined in a set phrase with a specific verbal form. 
 
For example: as yet imada ¾l 
[not] in the least sarasara + neg. Ò 






Adnouns are independent words, used to modify  taigen . Originally, they all come                       
from verbal  rentaikei forms. The differences between  rentaishi and  dōshi are as                       
follows: 
1.  Rentaishi are indivisible, i.e. they cannot be defined as words consisting of                         
different parts.  Dōshi combined with  jodōshi do not qualify as adnouns. 
2.  Rentaishi are invariable, i.e. RTK of inflecting words cannot be considered                       
as adnouns. 
3.  Rentaishi are isolated, i.e. the word itself is recognisable as a derivative, but                           
































Additionally, a number of modifying particles, that is to say combinations of a stem                           









This part of speech covers uninflected words, which are largely derived from other                         
parts of speech or their combinations. They establish hierarchy in the text by                         
connecting clauses or sentences, or by coordinating words in the same clause. They                         
share this feature with conjunctive particles ( setsuzokujoshi Â) and RYK                   









For example: aruiwa P{ ("or"),  aruwa { ("or"),  hata  ("or"),  mata °                     
("and"),  moshikuwa c[{ ("or"),  moshiwa c{ ("or"),  narabini  w ("and") 
▪ Subordinate conjunctions /  Jūzoku setsuzokushi QÂ 
For example: katsuÑp ("besides"),  nao ("further"),  shikanominarazu¿zvf           
/Hù ("on top of that"),  shikashite Ýcr ("then"),  shikōshite cr ("thus") ,  satewa                         
ar{ ("and, on top of that") 
▪ Copulative conjunctions /  Juntai setsuzokushi zAÂ 
For example: kakareba WW| ("accordingly"),  kakushite W[cr ("in this way"),               
kakute W[r ("thus"),  saraba ¿| ("and then"),  sareba ¿| ("and so,                     
therefore"),  shikaraba ¿| ("if so"),  shikareba ¿| ("therefore; thus"),                 
sunawachi m/m ("and then"),  yueni w ("consequently") 
▪ Adversative conjunctions /  Gyakutai setsuzokushi uAÂ 
For example: tadashi kc ("but"),  kakaredomoWWu ("however"),  saredo¿             
u ("but"),  saredomo ¿u ("but"),  sarinagara ¿vX ("however"),  saruni                 
¿w ("but"),  saruwa ¿{ ("still"),  shikaredomo ¿u ("however"),               




As suggested by the Japanese terms, utterances or ejaculations expressive of emotion                       




connection, but invite the addressee to react, or formulate a vocal response following                         
an external or internal stimulus. A distinction is made between: 
a. Emotions /  kandō ÷ 










This grammatical category treats those parts of speech that cannot operate as an                         
independent entity. They are necessarily attached to another word, without which                     
they cannot express a meaningful utterance. Since these morphemes usually follow                     
the word they modify, the term  suffix is often used in English to cover these                             




After they are suffixed to verbal or adjectival bases, auxiliaries are further inflected.                         
This happens in a way similar to  dōshi or  keiyō(dō)shi flexion. Consequently, a new                           
verb or adjective-like phrase comes about. 
In contrast to their non-inflecting counterparts, auxiliaries do not serve to clarify                       
purely grammatical connections, but are used to explain an action or condition                       
content-wise. They clarify the context in which a certain verb is used. Quite a number                             
of auxiliaries fulfil multiple functions. Each specific function is determined by the                       
grammatical or semantic context. Auxiliaries, moreover, may connect to other                   
auxiliaries or other dependent forms. However, when attached to a verbal base, only                         
one function applies at a time. If it is necessary to combine several functions, different                             
auxiliaries and particles have te be combined. It is this characteristic that led to the                             
Japanese language being categorized as an agglutinative language. Indeed, several                   




a. Semantically: according to the  kind of information contained by the  jodōshi ,                       
and extended to the word to which it is attached. 
b. Morphologically: according to the flexional properties of the  jodōshi .                   
Jodōshi do not uniformly follow the same flexion pattern. Some auxiliaries                     




inflect just like  keiyōshi , or behave in the same way as  keiyōdōshi , that is by                             
taking a copula ending. In addition, a minority of auxiliaries has a unique                         
flexion pattern, corresponding to none of the three above-mentioned flexions. 
c. Syntactically: according to the inflected form (base) to which it is attached.                         
Every auxiliary has to be attached to a specific inflected form. Moreover,                       
certain rules regulate the order in which a succession of  jodōshi are arranged.                         
Past-tense auxiliaries, for instance, are always placed after auxiliaries of                   
passive use, and never appear ahead of them. 
The classification used here follows the arrangement of  jodōshi according to semantic                       
categories. 
Note : It is important to bear in mind that in contrast to Western verbal forms,                             
Japanese  jodōshi primarily fulfil their function as words. This is to say, in                         
Japanese the passive is a semantic category, and therefore cannot be                     
grammatically isolated as distinctly as the passive voice in Western languages.                     
To put it oversimply, in Japan the passive is an emotion, in the West a                             
grammatical function. This observation more or less holds for all other jodōshi ,                       
and underlies the present classification according to semantic criteria. 
 
When classifying according to semantic criteria,  jodōshi can be regrouped according                     
to the functions they fulfil into the following three major sections, which respectively                         
have to do with: 
1. The extent to which the subject or locutor is  involved in the action. This                             
includes such functions as passive, causative, medio-passive, potential, and                 
honorific uses. 
Note : Each of the aforementioned functions defines the extent to which the                       
subject and/or speaker is involved in the action. None of them suggest a direct                           
factual involvement, except perhaps for the honorific suffixes. In this case, the                       
use of an honorific auxiliary, which can also be applied as a passive suffix, does                             
not express a factual, but a fictional reduction of involvement, for the subject is                           
a high-ranking person. Whenever dignitaries occur as subject, the use of                     
semantically unambiguous expressions is avoided. Finally, this led to the use of                       
jodōshi indicating a reduced involvement of the subject in the action. 
2. The tense of the action (future, past, and present tense, terminative, and                         
non-terminative aspect). 
3. Modality, or the speaker's subjective  attitude or  assessment of an action.                       
Moods such as doubt, hope, intention, volition, prohibition, negation,                 





Auxiliaries turning the verb into a passive, include  ru ,  raru , and their Old Japanese                           









MZK *                shimonid
an 
            Ø 
MZK †                            
* Yodan ,  nahen , and  rahen  verbs. 
† Ichidan ,  nidan  kahen , and  sahen verbs. 
 
Only a few Nara  jodōshi , occasionally involving some signal peculiarities, escaped the                       
ravages of time. Attaching  yu to  omou and  kiku , for instance, produced  omowayu­                         
{ and  kikayu W, respectively, but quite soon the MZK linking vowel  a turned                           
into an  o , resulting in the forms  omōyu ­ (>  oboyu ­) and  kikoyu_.                             
Eventually, these forms were lexicalized during the Heian period as independent                     
words. A similar transformation into an independent lexical item was the case for                         
miyu f ("to be visible; to be able to see"), which is compounded from the regular                               
combination of MZK +  yu . Other relics of the auxiliary  yu are to be discovered in a                                 
number of adnouns, including  arayuruN, and  iwayuruP{,  rentaishi in                     
which the MZK of the verb ( ara - /  iwa -) is followed by the  yu 's RTK form. 
 
When using  ukemi , the agent as a rule is indicated by the particle  ni , whereas the                               



















Note : Although  ori  is a  jidōshi , it is connected to  hito  by using  ni w, which                                   









Note : The difference between a "regular" passive and the indirect or "suffering" passive                         
used here, lies in the content of the main sentence ( anmin o ezu ), which suggests that the                                 
opened window gives discomfort to the speaker. It should be noted that the suffering                           







Note : This passive use, having a grammatical subject which is not a living being, is rather                               




The medio-passive (or sometimes: middle or deponent voice) use is a grammatical                       
category which indicates that the action expressed by the verb happens spontaneously                       
or by itself. In a way, the subject is submitted to an action that lacks a visible agent. In                                     
outward appearance, the verb is used in the passive form, but is regarded as active in                               
meaning. The medio-passive, in short, stands midway between active and passive,                     







Note : The form  re of the auxiliary  ru here, represents the so-called suspensive RYK.                               
Ru is indeed merely used as a medio-passive formation. It tries to suggest that the                             






All the more for the fragrance of  ume blossoms, things of the past come back,                             
and I think of them wistfully. 
Note :  KoishūÏcR is the RYK of  koishiÏc ("longing, wistful"), which dropped the /k/                             
in its ending due to sound change. The medio-passive phrase  omoiideraru ­Pc                       
takes RTK here due to the occurrence of  zo j (see  kakarimusubi above). The use of the                                 













This function is used to indicate that the subject or speaker is possibly involved in the                               
action, that is to say is capable of effectuating it. This usage in fact represents a                               
further elaboration of the medio-passive, implying that the susceptibility to a certain                       
event developed into the capability of a certain action. The auxiliaries  ru ,  raru ,  yu ,                           
and  rayu are most frequently used as potential suffixes. In addition, the auxiliary                         
beshi can also be used. The negative potential is expressed by  bekarazu (which                         










Ø          Ø  ku­katsuyō 
    Ø  ()  Ø  Ø  kari­katsuyō 
 
Ø          Ø  shiku­katsuyō 





Minatomi ni michikuru shio no iyamashi ni koi wa masaredo wasuraenu                     
kamo ( Man'yōshū , 12:3159) 




Imo o omoi, i no neraenu ni aki no no ni saoshika nakitsu tsuma omoikanete                             
( Man'yōshū , 15:3678) 
























Anazuriyasuki hito naraba, "Nochi ni" tote mo yaritsubekeredo ( Makura no                   
sōshi , 28) 







Note :  Oboyu ³ (ßãA×) means "to sense, to feel".  Namu v is an emphatic                           
particle  that  operates  kakarimusubi , making the final inflected form turn into the RTK.                         





The causative is a function in which the subject is not directly involved in the action.                               
Although it causes the action, or allows it to happen, its realization is taken care of by                                 





Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK  Flexion 
MZK




†               
MZK
‡               
* Yodan ,  nahen , and  rahen verbs. 
† Ichidan ,  nidan ,  kahen , and  sahen verbs. 















Note :  Isogimairasete  is a compound formed by the RYK of  isogu "to make haste", and                             
the MZK of the humble verb  mairu "[hum.] to go".  Goranzuru is the RTK of the honorific                                 






Note : The participant who is made to perform an action by the agent is, if necessary,                               












Note : An empty noun (or  keishikimeishi äØÂ, lit. "formal noun") is omitted twice,                         





Honorific endings are used in order to pay respect to the subject, by suggesting its                             
indirect involvement in the action. By applying  sonkei auxiliaries, the speaker                     
indicates that his position is inferior to the one held by the subject. The flexion of                               





Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK  Flexion 
MZK *                yodan 
* Yodan and  sahen verbs. 
 
This auxiliary  su expresses mild respect or affection. In combination with the verbs                         
omou ,  shiru and  kiku , the honorifics  omowasu ,  shirasu , and  kikasu came about, as                         
did their variant spellings  shirosu e,  kikosu _e, and  omōsu ­e. During                       
the Heian period,  omōsu further modified into  obosu . In the same period,  su                         
gradually lost currency and only survived as a fossilized word part in honorific verbs                           





Initially, and with the notable exception of the honorific verbs  mesu fe,  kesu®e,                           









Katsushika no Mama no i mireba tachinarashi mizu kumashikemu Tegona                   
shi omōyu ( Man'yōshū , 9:1808) 
Seeing the well of Mama in Katsushika, I remember Lady Tegona, who paved a                           
path to that place, going to draw water, so people say. 
 
Since Heian times, the productive use of this auxiliary finally discontinued in favour                         
of the passive and causative inflecting forms. Towards the late Heian period, there                         
were even instances of a combined use of both  jodōshi , which have left their marks on                               







Note : The verb  kaeru is suffixed by the honorific  ru , and further takes the auxiliary  tari ,                               
which in turn is connected to the  jodōshi  ken (also spelled  kemu ), which indicates                           






Note :  Ide is a  kandōshi expressing negation, a negative exclamation etc.  Na ~  so                           
represents some sort of negative imperative, which is circumfixed to the verb. This verb                           







Note : This example offers a combination of different honorific forms. On the verbal level,                           
the honorifics  mōsu and  tamau are used, whereas morphologically the auxiliary  su is                         
used to express honorific usage. The combination  (sa)setamau is a turn of phrase                         









Note : The construction odorokasetamaite is assembled following the usual pattern.                   
Kanzeshime is compounded from the Sino-Japanese verb  kanzu , which means "to                     








In Classical Japanese, the time of an action cannot be detached from other semantic                           
aspects. European languages tend to express time indications by using verbal forms                       
exclusively reserved to indicate time. In Classical Japanese, most  jodōshi used to                       
indicate a certain time or an aspectual characteristic additionally impart a                     
connotation, expressing for instance the speaker's relation with regard to the action. 
Classical Japanese, moreover, distinguishes between the absolute pastness of an                   
action (its positioning on a fixed timescale = real past tense), and pastness of an                             
action  in relation to some other event, which itself may be situated in the future (=                               
past aspect). 




The default tense of all Japanese inflecting words, including verbs, is formally                       
undetermined. Lacking any explicit indication of time or temporal phase of action, all                         
inflecting forms, both independent and bound formations, are assumed to follow the                       
(present) indefinite tense. 
The term indefinite tense is used here since, as context serves, Japanese verbs in                           
default of further time indication by other sentence parts such as time-indicating                       
words or suffixes, are indefinite: they may express both current and past actions.                         

















Note : Two uses of the present indefinite tense are illustrated here. The phrase                         
representing the steersmen's direct discourse can be compared to the previous example.                       










Note : The introductory constituent "When ..." suggests that the action described                     
subsequently did not happen once, but repeatedly. Mashira is the obsolete equivalent of                         















Auxiliaries expressing future events or actions, usually imply a sense of doubt or                         
intention with regard to the situation they describe. From a language-historical point                       
of view, it is interesting to note that in time the originally neutral indicators of future                               
tense more and more (instead of decreasingly) assumed connotations of doubt                     
whether an event actually happened, or intention to perform an action. This is why                           
the auxiliaries treated here also appear in sections sections discussing conjecture or                       
intention. 
The  jodōshi that express future tense are  mu and its more emphatic correlate  muzu                             
f. Both auxiliaries soon got variant equivalents,  n  and  nzu f, which                         
eventually would supersede them in course of time.  Muzu in fact represents the                         





Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
Flexio
n 





Whether the auxiliaries should be read as mere indicators of future tense or otherwise                           
(including first-person intention or third-person conjecture), depends on the                 
information divulged by context. This again is an illustration of the characteristic that                         
Japanese endings, and  jodōshi in particular, cannot be classified according to iron                       
rules, but only by virtue of the function they fulfil in a certain context. This                             
















Note : Two different uses of  mu  are introduced here: the first auxiliary indicates some                             
future prospect (the continuation of the old man's life), whereas the second is used in                             
combination with the  jodōshi  nu x (perfective aspect), which shows the beginning of a                           







Note : This sentence is an illustration of the contracted form  nzu. This alternative was                           








This category indicates that an action or event happened in the past. It does not                             





Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
Flexio
n 




    Ø        Ø  rahen 
 







Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
kahen +   Ø  Ø  Ø  Ø   /  *   /  *  Ø 



















The above-mentioned irregular forms presumably originated to avoid syllable                 
reduplications such as  shishi or  kiki . In addition to marking an action that happened                           


























Note : The first two examples illustrate the use of the SSK, the third shows the attributive                               
RTK use. The fourth example provides an illustration of the auxiliary's IZK use, here due                             
to  kakarimusubi induced by  koso . The final example illustrates the use of  ki in                           
combination with  ba in order to express a counterfactual meaning. 
 
In Old Japanese, no mention is made of  keri , except for its MZK, which only appears                               
in fixed combinations, for example the negation  kerazu ]f. Historically,  keri is                       
considered to be the contraction of  ki plus the verb  ari . Accordingly,  keri is                           
sometimes construed as indicating the continuation of a situation that started in the                         











The point that most distinguishes  keri and  ki , is the use of the past tense based on                                 
transmission instead of on subjective experience/observation. Accordingly, the               














Note :  Shireru is combined from the IZK of ()è£; = to know) and the RTK of  ri , a                                   
jodōshi indicating a durative aspect. See below. 
 









Note : When encountering these (and all other)  jodōshi , it is important to pay attention to                             





As opposed to the grammatical categories indicating a precise moment of time, or                         
using a particular scale of time to indicate tenses, with what are known as aspects also                               
figuring in Japanese. Aspects, as the term itself suggests, are "points of view", or, to                             
put it simply, "the way how something looks in relation to specific periods of time." In                               
concrete terms, this implies that aspect is defined by reference to time, or more                           
specifically: to the time at which the described event happens. 
Keizoku is one of various individual aspects, indicating that the action is not                         
terminated, thus continuing for an appreciable time. This does not mean that the                         
event is bound by a certain point of time. If the rest of the event is situated in the                                     
present, then the (continuing) action indicated by the  sonzoku form equally happens                       
in the present. 
This aspect moreover covers the combination of the present tense and the perfective                         
aspect according to which a past event has present consequences. By English                       
grammar influence (see  present perfect ), this usage is sometimes termed  genzai                     




( sonzai hojodōshi #WBÂ, e.g.  ari N,  ori ,  iru ,  haberi {). This 
also includes honorific verbs. 
Several authors categorize the endings after the RYK as  joshi , and do not treat them                             
as part of the auxiliaries. This grammar nevertheless does not concur, and maintains                         
their discussion under the heading of  jodōshi for two reasons: 







Note :  Nan is the shortened form of the particle  namuv, which, like  zoj and  koso_                                 

























Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
Flexio
n 
IZK *                rahen 
* Only the IZK of  yodan verbs apply. Verbs taking  sahen inflexion adopt the MZK before  ri . 
 












Note : This is a fine example illustrating the combined use of the durative aspect together                             
with  keri , which indicates past tense here: the lying down took some time and is now                               






Note : This example clearly indicates a continuous action: the person lifted the wood on                           










Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
Flexio
n 


















Note : The examples clearly illustrate the  genzaikanryō mechanism. All three                   




The perfective aspect is used to indicate the definite completion of an action or event,                             
regardless of whether it happened in the past, present, or future. It is moreover used                             





Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
Flexio
n 
RYK *                nahen 






Note : The conjunctive particle  ter is presumably directly derived from the RYK form                           
of  tsu . As it gradually assumed specific usages, both forms are now safely considered                           
to represent two different existences, independent from one another. In qualifying the                       
difference between  nu and  tsu , numerous readings hold that  nu is more likely                         
attached to  jidōshi indicating a more composed completion of a situation, whereas  tsu                         














Note : If in terms of translation difference should be made between both  jodōshi , the                           










Note : In both cases, the perfective  jodōshi are put in the MZK and followed by the                               
particle  mu which indicates future/intention. The perfective aspect governing both                   
suffixes clearly stands out: the time that the action is completely carried out or                           
terminated is not situated in the past but in the future. This implies both a sense of                                 
determination and inevitability. This may cause some translation problems, since the                     
target language may not always have the instruments to convey this kind of nuance. The                             








Note :  Ariake is a period of the lunisolar calendar during which the morning moon is just                               
about visible.  Zo induces the ensuing verb to take the RTK. The form mentioned here is                               
the RTK of  nokoreri , a construction consisting of the  yodan  verb  nokoru and the                           
auxiliary  ri , which indicates the durative aspect (see above). As far as  tsu is concerned,                             
this  jodōshi is put after the RYK of  naku . Since the entire verbal expression serves to                               
modify  kata , RTK it obviously the appropriate form. The use of the  jodōshi  tsu suggests                             
that the cuckoo sang (perhaps only once) at a certain moment, and then remained silent.                             











Note : In this example taken from the eighth imperial anthology of waka poetry,                         
nagaruru functions as a modification to  yanagikage . The combination cannot be                     
translated literally; only a descriptive rendering, suggesting the close relation between                     
the willow's shadow and the water, can be used as a way out. As is often the case in                                     
Classical Japanese,  tote is used here as the shortened form of  to iite ,  to omoite , etc.  Tsu ,                                 











Note : The case particle  to goes in fixed position with the verb  miyu (ßãA× = to be                                 
visible).  Ne is the IZK of  zu . The construction  odorokaru ÁW is used medio-passive                           
(see above). The  jodōshi expressing the perfective aspect,  nu , connects to the RYK of                           
odorakaru , and assumes the RTK due to  kakarimusubi of  zo . The reduplication of the                           
perfective aspect suggests the abrupt nature of the change: suddenly autumn has come,                         
and all of a sudden the speaker is aware of it through the howling wind. 
 
As the examples above already demonstrate, both auxiliaries may also be used to                         
emphasize situations or actions; in Old Japanese they can display this feature singly,                         










Note :  Beshi is a  jodōshi that is attached to the SSK, and indicates the speaker's intention                               
or the necessary occurrence of an event. The IZK form  bekere is due to  kakarimusubi                             
with  koso . The emphasis on the fact that the friend is actually coming the next day, is                                 
communicated on two levels: first by using the particle  koso , and additionally by adding                           
the auxiliary  tsu . As already mentioned, the construction  mutosu is inserted to express a                           
future situation, or the intention to perform specific actions.  Na (i.e. the MZK of  nu ) is                               
put in to stress the real, irreversible nature of an action. Similar to all previous examples,                               
context once more is a primordial factor when it comes to interpreting the intention that                             
the writer or speaker wants to transmit by using particular  jodōshi . 
 
A third use of the perfective auxiliaries is connecting constituents, expressing the                       
alternation or simultaneous termination of two or more actions. This function only                       










Note : The origin of this use that developed from the perfective aspect is clearly visible: it                               
applies to actions that time and again carry on a short while, and then cease in favour of                                   








The following grammatical categories are closely connected to feelings, utterances of                     
will, and judgments expressed by the subject and/or speaker. Since the kind of                         
attitude is what matters here, the various categories can be compared to moods, a                           





In classical Japanese, the dubitative mood is marked by suffixing  jodōshi that express                         
the speaker's doubt about a state, situation, action or event to the verbal stem. A great                               
variety of auxiliaries can be used to this intent:  mu ,  muzu ,  ramu ( ran ),  kemu ( ken ),                             





Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
Flexio
n 
MZK    Ø  Ø        Ø  yodan   Ø  Ø        Ø  sahen 
 
These  jodōshi have already been treated under the section of auxiliaries indicating                       



































Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
Flexio
n 
SSK *    Ø  Ø        Ø  yodan 
* Words following the  rahen flexion take the RTK before the  ramu . 
 
The auxiliary  ramu indicates doubt or uncertainty about an event or state in the                           
present (from the speaker's perspective). The state or situation concerned is beyond                       






Note : The construction  utsukushikaruramu  combines a  kari flexion  keiyōshi  with  ramu ,                     





















Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
Flexio
n 
RYK    Ø  Ø        Ø  yodan 
 
Since the Heian era,  kemu was often written and/or read as  ken]. Etymologically,                           




auxiliary is used to express uncertainty about an event that happened in the past. In                             





















Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK  Flexion 
MZK       Ø        Ø  irr. 
 
Among the auxiliaries representing conjecture,  mashi expresses the greatest level of                     
uncertainty: by using  mashi the speaker suggests that he considers a statement very                         
unlikely. Mase , an ancient MZK form, was still productively used in Nara literature,                         
but gradually left the field to the younger MZK variation  mashika . The auxiliary                         











In a counterfactual statement, the speaker projects a situation that is at variance with                           
reality.  Mashi may appear both in the main sentence introducing a hypothetical                       
situation, and as part of a subordinate clause which describes the effects of the                           
hypothetical situation. In counterfactual use,  mashi is often followed by the particles                       










If  mashi expresses a conjecture, the nuance of strong uncertainty comes across in the                           
























Ø  Ø        Ø  irr. 











Rashi formulates a conjecture about an actual event ( genzaisuiryō xW4£). In                     
contrast to  ramu ,  rashi involves a more solidly based surmise, which relies on                         
circumstances within empiric reach of the speaker. From the 13 th century onward,                       
rashi increasingly behaved as an adjective, and, the absence of IZK and MRK forms                           
























Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK  Flexion 
SSK *   
Ø   /      /     Ø  ku­katsuyō 
    Ø  ()  Ø  Ø  kari­katsuyō 
* Rahen verbs take the RTK before  beshi . 
 
When attaching beshi flexional forms, classical authors often avail themselves of                     
syncopated forms. This is for instance the case for the RTK, which has  beiP as the                                 
shortened version of  beki Y, and which features  bekameri W and  bekanari                       
Wv that replace the regular constructions  bekarumeri W and                 
bekarunari Wv. Similar variation is also shown by the RYK in which  byōR                           
is syncopated for  beku [. 
The  jodōshi  beshi has a rich array of functions, and the one relevant to a given                               
situation is to be derived from the context. In addition to its potential mood already                             
discussed above,  beshi may indicate doubt or uncertainty. This auxiliary particularly                     
refers to the probability or improbability that an action is going to happen. In other                             

















Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK  Flexion 






This auxiliary expresses a conjecture generally based on visual impressions. The term                       
beranari originated from  be , the stem of the previous  jodōshi  beshi , which became                         
connected to the copula  nari by means of the adjectival suffix  ra . The term was first                               
introduced in early Heian-period  kanbun kundoku ­ (Chinese texts                 
paraphrased in Japanese), and was adopted by tanka authors while being kept out of                           
diary or  monogatari literature. This suggests that it belonged to the register of                         























Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
Flexio
n 
SSK *    Ø          Ø  rahen 
* Rahen verbs take the RTK before  meri . 
 
Analogous to  beshi , syncopation is possible when attaching  meri . This particularly                     
happens when  meri is preceded by a base ending in - ru , which makes it transform                             
into an  n (e.g.  anmeri N) or even disappear altogether (e.g.  ameri N).                         
The auxiliary  meri is only present in Heian and Kamakura writings, and presumably                         
originated from the fusion between the words  mu  and  ari N. 
Meri communicates a slight uncertainty about an event or action in the present, or                           
may indicate an extratemporal observation. This uncertainty is often so slight, that                       
meri seems to act as a mitigating auxiliary, that is, trying to tone down the apodictic                               

















Note : It is clear that the connotation of uncertainty or doubt is not strongly emphasized.                             
The first example presents a delicate and facultative indication of uncertainty, whereas in                         





Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
Flexio
n 
SSK *    Ø          Ø  rahen 
* Rahen verbs take the RTK before  nari . 
 
Nari expresses a conjecture based on second-hand information. This  jodōshi may                     
equally indicate that the speaker directly heard some information. At any rate, both                         
aspects have in common that information is based on auditory sources. Verbs                       
preceding nari will accordingly include some sort of acoustic element or refer to direct                           
quotation or to rumour in general. Apart from the missing MZK, MRK, and  chūshikei ,                           
its flexion integrally coincides with the copular verb  nari . It takes however the SSK as                             



































-  -  Ø  -  Ø  Ø  kari­katsuyō 
RYK   
          Ø  ku­katsuyō 
    Ø    Ø  Ø  kari­katsuyō 
 
The desiderative or mood expressing desire, was formulated in Classical Japanese by                       
using the auxiliaries  mahoshi  or tashi . The former, derived from  maku (a                       
nominalized form of the intention particle mu ) plus the  shiku adjective  hoshi , and                         
compared to  tashi of a much older pedigree, attaches to the MZK and follows the                             
shiku adjective inflexion. 
Tashi , which is characterized by a  ku flexion, follows the RYK just like the modern                             
equivalent  tai kP. In contrast to its modern equivalent  tai , both auxiliaries may                         


















Hichiriki wa ito kashigamashiku, aki no mushi o iwaba, kutsuwamushi nado                     
no kokochi shite, utate kejikaku kikamahoshikarazu ( Makura no sōshi , 9) 





Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK  Flexion 
MZK    Ø          Ø  ku­katsuyō 
 







Kono Kimi no ōnwarawasugata, ito kaemōku obosedo, jūni nite ōngenpuku                   
shitamau ( Genji , "Kiritsubo") 




While the Classical Japanese language lacks conceptions to indicate affirmation or                     
confirmation, it possesses two operators to negate the content of a sentence or                         
constituent. Negation is most frequently expressed by using a negative ending, such                       
as the  jodōshi  zu f,  ji d and  maji d. These elements of negation may however                               
imply much more than a mere negation. The latter two negation auxiliaries for                         
instance communicate the subject's dubitative respectively intentional attitude.               
Besides applying morphological transformations, negation can equally be established                 
lexically. Particularly the negation adjective  nashi vc ("to be absent, to be lacking,                         
to be no more"; incidentally etymologically related to the  jodōshi  nu x, see below)                           
can be mentioned in this respect.  Nashi negates the meaning of a  taigen and can be                               
called the opposite counterpart of  ari N ("to be, to have, to exist"). Nevertheless,                           





Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
Flexio
n 
MZK    () / []          Ø  irr.     Ø        rahen 
 
The zu irregular flexion of this dual flexion pattern is most often applied in                           
combination with particles (like  ba ,  te ,  do , etcetera), or in places where  zu concludes a                             
sentence. The  rahen flexion initially served as a base for other  jodōshi , and                         
particularly superseded the irregular  zu variation from the MZK and MRK                     
formations. In time, both flexions became to be used indiscriminately, enabling pairs                       
such as  neba y| vs.  zareba b| and  nedo yu vs.  zaredo bu. 
 
The hybrid nature of the irregular flexion, which incorporates traces of an obscure                         
negation auxiliary reconstructed as  nu x, is quite remarkable. Nara texts                     
demonstrate that it took  na v and  ni w for its MZK and RYK forms respectively,                               
suggesting that it was ruled by a  yodan flexion. Remnants of this archaic negation                           
form are found in more recent texts, for example in the discontinuous (or                         
circumfixing) structure  na ~ so vi, which concerns a negative imperative. Other                       
instances are  naranaku ni vv[w ("despite being absent"; - ku here operates as                       
an archaic nominalizing suffix attached to the MZK), and  shirani w ("not                       





















Finally, the rhetorical device of litotes, a stylistical usage also common in Western                         
languages, should be mentioned. Using this figure, a speaker does not intend a                         
















Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
Flexio
n 
MZK    Ø  Ø        Ø  irr. 
 
Negative doubt is indicated by the auxiliary  ji , which is inflected statically, in other                           
words remains unchanged.  Ji ranked as the negative equivalent of  mu , making it                         
cover various uses besides negative doubt, such as negative intention, will or desire                         
( uchikeshiishi 2´c¬).  Ji suggests that an event "is not likely to happen"                       
(dubitative mood), or that the speaker "does not intend, does not want" to perform an                             













































* Rahen verbs take the RTK before  maji and  mashiji . 
 
The auxiliary  maji , which is derived from the Old Japanese prototype  mashiji ,                       
represents the negative counterpart of  beshi , and consequently covers a broad array                       
of subjective attitudes (modalities), including negative doubt, most importantly, but                   
also negative intention, scepticism, impossibility, reluctance, needlessness,             
impropriety, and prohibition. Historically,  maji goes back to a combination of  ma , the                         
MZK of the  suiryō auxiliary  mu , followed by the conjectural auxiliary  ji . In contrast to                             




Horie koe tōki sato made okurikeru kimi ga kokoro wa wasurayu mashiji                       
( Man'yōshū , 20:4482) 
























In addition to the above-mentioned negative constructions involving the  jodōshi  zu ,                     
ji ,  maji , and the  keiyōshi  nashi , the  setsuzokujoshi  de s can equally convey a                           
negation. This particle is often construed to be the merged form of the  setsuzokujoshi                           
te r, attached to  ni w, the RYK of the  jodōshi  nu x (see above). Towards the Heian                                   













In Classical Japanese, correspondence or similarity is expressed by the  jodōshi                     
gotoshi ãc / c, which in time got to be used to refer to concepts in an indirect                                   
and paraphrastic way (that is, as a periphrasis), or to mark the termination of a series                               











  Ø        Ø  Ø  ku­katsuyō 











































* Both bases are often followed by the particle  ga X;  taigen can also be followed by  no z. 
 
Gotokunari ã[v assembled from the combination of  gotoku (the RYK of                     





























Basic form  MZK  RYK  SSK  RTK  IZK  MRK 
Flexio
n 
MZK                yodan 
 
The Nara morpheme  u is attached to the MZK of  yodan verbs, and expresses                           
repetition, duration, or progression. Due to its suffix-like behaviour, this morpheme                     
is usually ranked among the category of suffixes. Incidentally, it is not exceptional                         
that upon attaching  u , the MZK base undergoes sound shift. Spelling, accordingly,                       
respects the then pronunciation practice, making  a sounds switch to  o by virtue of                           





This category is the final, and also most important category of invariable bound                         
words. Simply put,  joshi are function words clarifying connections between words,                     
clauses, or sentences, or they refine the meaning of a statement by evoking a certain                             
feeling or emotive attitude. As postpositions, Japanese particles are attached either to                       
yōgen or  taigen . Considering the whole range of possible bases, the connection with                         
the word to which they are attached is much looser compared with  jodōshi , and their                             
spectrum of functions is much richer. 
Joshi classification is controversial among Japanese linguists. Most school grammars                   
use a categorization based on a mix of semantic and functional criteria. In order to                             
comply as much as possible with the Japanese grammatical approach, which mostly                       
relies on views propounded by Yamada Yoshio JÀ3 (1873-1958), and other                     




These particles, as defined by Yamada Yoshio, are attached to  taigen or quasi- taigen                         
expressions, and suggest a relative connection (quality/condition) between a word                   
(group) and another clause. The oldest  kakujoshi are found in Nara texts, and include                           
the particles  tsu p and  na v (realizing an attributive qualification [ rentaikaku ×9                       
­]),  yu ,  yuri ,  yo  (following words that indicate a point of departure,                             
means, or method), and  te r (quotation). The group of Middle Japanese case                         
particles is fairly large, and includes the particles  ga X,  no z,  o,  niw,  e,  tot,                                       




within this category, comprising what are called  rentaijoshi ×9Â or attributive                     
particles (also called quasi-adnominal particles or  junfukutaijoshi sú9Â). This                 













Kashifue ni tazu nakiwataru Shika no ura ni oki tsu shiranami tachishi                       
kurashi mo ( Man'yōshū , 15:3654) 




Amatsukaze kumo no kayoiji fukitojiyo otome no sugata shibashi todomemu                   
(Priest Henjō 5­,  KKS , var. 1:872) 
Heavenly winds, blow shut the path of clouds; I just want to keep sight of the                               
girls. 
 
Similar to the modern Japanese particle  no z,  tsu establishes an attributive clause                         
that modifies a  taigen , although its usage, compared to  no , is rather limited. The                           
particle features in toponyms (Shimotsukeno Aí	, afterwards named Shimotsuke                 
A	), or in the general vocabulary:  amatsukami =p ("heavenly gods"),                   
kunitsukami p ("earthly gods"),  sakitsukoro p ("just a while ago"),                   
yūtsukata 5p[ ("evening"),  akitsukata <p[ ("Autumn time"),  okutsukata #p               
[ ("inner room; recess"),  tōtsukunip ("faraway country; next world"),  okitsumo                     
2p ("seaweed from the offing"),  yatsuko a ("slaves"; originally  yatsuko Mp¨,                     
"housemates"). In time, however, the particle lost its autonomy, and after the Heian                         
period combinations based on  tsu were no longer considered to be compounds.                       
Accordingly, the original function of  tsu  faded away from combinations such as                       











Ōki umi no mi na soko fukaku omoi tsutsu mobiki narashishi Sugawara no                         
sato ( Man'yōshū , 20:4491) 
As deep as the bottom of the ocean waters, I think of you, and trailing my train                                 
I pave the way, along Sugawara's native place 
 
Other instances illustrating this particle are rather limited:  naminato v@                   
("rustling of the waves"),  nunato Jv@ ("jingling of beads"),  manakai %v­~                     
("reach of the eye"),  momonahito ³v ("one hundred people"),  tanasue v²                     
("fingertips"); but the place name Tanakami JvÖ (literally "upper part of a field")                         
can also serve as an example. Analogously to the phenomenon that determined the                         
fate of  tsu , the particle  na equally lost currency following the Heian period, and                           
expressions featuring this  joshi came to be considered as one integrated unit:  minato                         
Ú ("harbour"; etymology:5v),  minamoto v ("source"; etymology: 5vp),               
manako % ("pupil of the eye"; etymology: öv¨),  manajiri Ð ("corner of the eye",                           




The particle  yu takes the same base as  na . In terms of semantics,  yu is closely related                                 
to the particles  yo ,  yori , and  yuri , but in practical usage the particle fell                                 
into neglect and, from the Heian period, finally vanished from the written literature,                         
to be replaced by  yori . As  yo , the very rare references preserved in Nara fragments all                               






Ametsuchi no wakareshi toki yu kamusabite takaku tōtoki Suruga naru Fuji                     
no takane o ( Man'yōshū , 3:317) 





Tago no ura yu uchiidete mireba mashiro ni zo Fuji no takane ni yuki wa                             
furikeru ( Man'yōshū , 3:318) 









Ozukuha no shigeki konoma yo tatsu tori no me yu ka na o mimu sa                             
nezaranaku ni ( Man'yōshū , 14:3396) 





Hitogoto wa shimashi zo wagimo tsunade hiku umi yu masarite fukakushi zo                       
omou ( Man'yōshū , 11:2438) 





In terms of use and integration in the sentence, the particle  yuri  fully coincides                             





Oshiteruya Naniwa no tsu yuri funa yosoi are wa koginu to imo ni tsugi koso                             
( Man'yōshū , 20:4365) 









The  kakujoshi  yo  (no longer in use following its integration in the particle  yori during                             
the Heian period) can be considered as a phonic variant of  yu(ri) . The same four                             






Ametsuchi no tōki hajime yo yononaka wa tsune naki mono to kataritsugi                       
nagara e kitare ( Man'yōshū , 19:4160) 













Hototogisu ko yo nakiwatare tomoshihi o tsukuyo ni nasoe sono kage mo                       
mimu ( Man'yōshū , 18:4054) 





Suzugane no hayumaumaya no tsutsumii no mizu o tamae na imo ga tadate                         
yo ( Man'yōshū , 14:3439) 






Kamitsukeno Inara no numa no ōigusa yoso ni mishi yo wa ima koso masare                           
( Man'yōshū , 14:3417) 





Using five semantic functions, the case particle  ga can combine a taigen with the rest                             
of the sentence. This particle may indicate an attributive adjunct ( rentai ×9                       
function), a subject ( shukaku ­ function), an elliptic nominalization ( juntai s9                     
function), an apposition ( dōkaku­ function), or refer to the desires/preferences of                       
the subject. The use of  ga by and large resembles the modern Japanese case particle                             
no z, which equally establishes an attributive relation between two  taigen . It is                         
assumed that the  juntai and  dōkaku uses directly evolved from  ga 's primary function                         
(that is, making a bridge between attributive adjunct and  taigen ). As illustrated by the                           
following table, the primary use (left column) may have been at the basis of the                             
shukaku function (right column): 
 
"X´    "Xa]´    "Xa]
¤´¥ 
umegae  →  ume ga sakeru     e  → 








  the apricot's   
flowering 
boughs 




Although the combination of  ga with a sentence-final predicate in the SSK (for                         
example  hana ga utsukushi [Xc) was quite uncommon until about the late                       
Heian period, the  shukaku function still continued developing. It was only in                       
medieval texts that the  shukaku use and the use of  ga indicating the object of                             
desire/preference gained wide support, which eventually led to present-time use                   
where  ga above all indicates the subject or the object of desire, whereas  no rather                             
concludes an attributive adjunct, that is, fulfils the  rentai function. 
Grammars that adopted functional criteria for  joshi classification sometimes qualify                   
the primary function of  ga , just like  no and  tsu , as a  rentaijoshi . In functional terms,                               
the third use of  ga is construed as a  juntaijoshi . 
Although the case particles  ga and  no have many points in common, there are still                             
some differences to be pointed out. As for its base of attachment,  ga is mainly put                               
after  taigen and RTK forms, whereas  no is variously affixed to  taigen ,  fukushi , a                           
number of  joshi , and  keiyō(dō)shi stems. The combination RTK form plus  no is not                           
documented in writing before the end of the Muromachi era. If the particle is                           
attached to a  taigen referring to a person, the variation using  no relatively expresses                           







Note :  Ga here bears a resemblance to what is called an attributive genitive in Western                             









Mumare shimo kaeranu mono o wagayado ni komatsu no aru o miru ga                         
kanashisa ( Tosa nikki , 16.2.935) 
How sad it is to see that there are little pine trees at home, and that you don't                                   
return although being born here. 










Note : Embedded in the  rentai function,  ga may appear in fixed combination with words                           





Maite, kari nado no tsuranetaru ga ito chiisaku miyuru wa ito okashi                       
( Makura no sōshi , 1) 
More enchanting still is a skein of wild geese, appearing as very little spots in                             
the sky. 
 
▪  Juntai function: the sentence part modified by  taigen plus  ga is left unsaid: 
 
_zS{|NzP{[|¤ÙXv 







Ito yamugotonaki kiwa ni wa aranu ga sugurete tokimeki tamau arikeri                     
( Genji monogatari , "Kiritsubo") 











Seven major uses of the  kakujoshi particle  no can be distinguished, according to its                           
function in the sentence. Four of them parallel the uses treated under  ga , notably the                             
rentai ,  shukaku ,  juntai , and  dōkaku functions. Additionally, this particle may                   
indicate a simile or metaphor ( hiyu function), concession ( gyakusetsu function), or                     
co-ordination ( heiretsu function). A number of grammars categorize  no under the                     
rentaijoshi , due to its primordial use (see  kakujoshi ga ), or create separate                       

























Akikaze ni tanabiku kumo no taema yori moreizuru tsuki no kage no                       
sayakesa ( Shinkokinwakashū , "Aki jō", 413) 




Ari no gotoku ni atsumarite, tōzai ni isogi, nanboku ni washiru                     
( Tsurezuregusa , 74) 








Note : In addition to the general rule stipulating that  kakujoshi connect to  taigen or                           
taigen -like words, a number of examples illustrating  no as an attributive adjunct                       
demonstrate that the particle may follow a  fukushi or the stem of a  keiyōshi . In a                               
similar way to  ga ,  no may express a certain possessive relation, that is indicate an                             
attributive genitive, but the exclamatory construction in which the particle  ga is                       
followed by a  keiyōshi stem plus suffix - sa also applies to  no . The final two examples                               
illustrate the  rentai function of  no in combination with  karani Ww,  manimani                        
ww,  gotoshi `tc and  yōnari Rv. Sice all four forms evolved out of  taigen                           
(to wit,  kara W,  ma ,  goto `t, and  yōR, respectively) the use of  no here can                                   












Te no waroki hito no, habakarazu fumi kakichirasu wa yoshi ( Tsurezuregusa ,                     
35) 





Kusa no hana wa, nadeshiko. Kara no wa sara nari, Yamato no mo ito                           
medetashi ( Makura no sōshi , "Kusa no hana wa") 




































Aoki kame no ōkinaru o suete, sakura no imijū omoshiroki eda no goshaku                         
bakari naru o, ito ōku sashitareba ( Makura no sōshi , "Seiryōden no") 
When they placed a big sort of blue jar, containing a great many particularly                           
splendid cherry branches measuring up to five  shaku , ... 
 
Note : Technically, this use may be regarded as a special form of attributive                         
modification, in which  no forges the connection between two  taigen that clarify one                         
another. Sometimes modifier and modificand coincide (the double use of  yo  in                         
Man'yōshū , 5:892, for instance), making a classification as "attributive modification"                   
untenable. From the Heian period onwards, it eventually became customary to avoid                       





Murasaki no nioeru imo o nikuku araba hitozuma yue ni ware koime yamo                         
( Man'yōshū , 1:21) 









Arisarite nochi mo awamu to omoe koso tsuyu no inochi mo tsugi tsutsu                         
watare ( Man'yōshū , 17:3933) 







Kuni no oya to narite, teiō no kami naki kurai ni noboru beki sō owashimasu                             
hito no, sonata nite mireba, midareureuru koto ya aramu ( Genji monogatari ,                     
"Kiritsubo") 
He has the traits of someone who should ascend the paramount imperial                       


















Nine major uses can be attributed to the particle  o . Only three of them survive in                               
modern Japanese, namely  o marking a direct object (this is its primary function),                         
indicating a point of departure or place of transition, and expressing a span of time.                             
Additionally, classical texts produced instances illustrating  o used as a fixed particle                       
to specific verbs, as a subject-indicating particle to certain  jidōshi , as a particle                         
marking the object of hope/preference, as a fixed particle in the constructions  o ...  ni  /                               
o ...  nite ,  o ...  mi , and as a static element in expressions representing a saying. 
Etymologically speaking, the particle can be referred to the homonymic interjection                     
( kandōshi ) that embodied an exclamation. In turn, the  kakujoshi  o itself was, due to                           
its combinability with RTK forms, the basis of the  setsuzokujoshi  o . In general the                           
joshi is not omitted, but when this — not infrequently — does happen, its function can                               












Sabishisa ni yado o tachiidete nagamureba izuku mo onaji aki no yūgure                       
( Goshūiwakashū , "Aki jō") 









Sezoku no koto ni tazusawarite shōgai o kurasu wa, kagu no hito nari                         
( Tsurezuregusa , 151) 
He is a foolish man, who spends his life taking part in worldly affairs. 




























Katajikenaki mikokorobae no tagui naki o tanomi nite majiraitamau ( Genji                   
monogatari , "Kiritsubo") 













Se o hayami iwa ni sekaruru takigawa no waretemo sue ni awamu to zo                           
omou ( Shikawakashū , "Koi Jō") 

























Tago no ura ni uchiidete mireba shirotae no Fuji no takane ni yuki wa                           
furitsutsu ( Shinkokinwakashū , "Fuyu", 675) 





























Hiru ni narite, nuruku yurubi moteikeba, hioke no hi mo shiroki haigachi ni                         
narite, waroshi ( Makura no sōshi , "Haru wa akebono") 




Arashi ni musebishi matsu mo, chitose o matade takigi ni kudakare                     
( Tsurezuregusa , 30) 





Nara no kyō, Kasuga no sato ni shiru yoshi shite, kari ni inikeri ( Ise                           
monogatari , 1) 




Aomuma mi ni tote, satobito wa kuruma kiyoge ni shitatete mi ni yuku                         
( Makura no sōshi , "Shōgatsu tsuitachi wa") 






Arigataki mono. Shūto ni homeraru muko, mata shūtome ni omowaruru                   
yome no kimi ( Makura no sōshi , "Arigataki mono") 




























Ne no toki bakari ni, ie no atari hiru no sayakasa ni mo sugite hikari watari                               
( Taketori monogatari , "Kaguyahime no shōten") 











Omae ni mo imijū uchiwarawasetamau. ... ue ni mo kikoshimeshite,                   
watariowashimashitari ( Makura no sōshi , "Ue ni saburau mineko wa") 













Ikuyo shi mo araji wagami o nazo mo kaku ama no karu mo ni                           
omoimidaruru ( Kokinwakashū , "Zō ge", 934) 















Miyako e kaeru ni, onnago no naki nomi zo kanashibi kouru ( Tosa nikki ,                         
27.12) 












Tōgoku Saikoku e migyōsho o nashikudasare saburawan ni, tare ka                   
ōjimōsanu mono saburau beki ( Taiheiki , 30:2) 







Apart from  taigen or  taigen -like constructions, RTK expressions may equally serve as                       





















Koma namete iza mi ni ikamu furusato wa yuki to nomi koso hana wa chiru                             
rame ( Kokinwakashū , "Haru ge", 111) 



























Haha Kita­no­kata, "Onaji keburi ni nobori namu" to nakikogaretamaite                 
( Genji monogatari , "Kiritsubo") 


















Chichihaha ga kashira kaki nade, "Saku are!" te iishi ketoba ze                     
wasurekanetsuru ( Man'yōshū , 20:4346) 




Since the Heian period, as pointed out above, this particle replaced the Old Japanese                           
equivalents  yo ,  yu  and  yuri , assuming almost entirely the usages covered                           
by these particles. Starting from about the Muromachi period,  yori in turn left the                           





Shirazu, umare shinuru hito, izukata yori kitarite, izukata e ka saru ( Hōjōki ,                       
"Yuku kawa") 







Shika no ura ya tōzakari yuku namima yori kōrite izuru ariake no tsuki                         
( Shinkokinwakashū , "Fuyu", 639) 





Kado yori moeirade, warawabe no fumiaketaru tsuihiji no kuzure yori                   
kayoikeri ( Ise monogatari , 5) 






At one time, he [= a certain priest of the Ninna temple ÷Ñ] made up his                               










Azumaji no michi no hate yori mo, nao okutsukata ni oiidetaru hito                       
( Sarashina nikki , "Kadode") 





Higurashi no naku yamazato no yūgure wa kaze yori hoka ni tou hito mo                           
nashi ( Kokinwakashū , "Aki jō", 205) 








Na o kiku yori, yagate omokage wa oshi hakararuru kokochi suru o                       
( Tsurezuregusa , 71) 




Instances of attachment to the RTK can equally be mentioned with regard to the                           
particle  kara . Some Old Japanese examples, in which  kara is connected to the                         
particles  no or  ga , suggest a denominal origin (that is, being formed or derived from a                               




Furusato wa tōku mo arazu hitoeyama koyuru ga kara ni omoi zo a ga seshi                             
( Man'yōshū , 6:1038) 
Home wasn't far away, and as there was only one mountain to cross, I was                             
bursting with impatience. 
 





Nanigokoro naki sora no keshiki mo, tada miru hito kara, en ni mo sugoku                           
mo miyuru nari keri ( Genji monogatari , "Hahakigi") 





Tsukuyo yomi imo ni awamu to tadachi kara ware wa kitsuredo yo zo fuke ni                             
keru ( Man'yōshū , 11:2618) 


















This particle may be construed as a compound from the  kakujoshi ni and the                           
conjunctive particle te r. As this particle may easily be mistaken for the homonym                           
combining  ni (RYK of the  jodōshi nari ) + the conjunctive particle te r (see main                             























Onna no hakeru ashida nite tsukureru fue ni wa, aki no shika, kanarazu yoru                           
to zo iitsutae haberu ( Tsurezuregusa , 9) 





Ware, asagoto yūgoto ni miru take no naka ni owasuru nite, shirinu                       
( Taketori monogatari , "Kaguyahime no oitachi") 












In this usage,  nite is sometimes read as a combination of  ni , the RYK of the                               
dantei­jodōshi nari and  te . In its modern Japanese translation, this  dantei variant is                         




Mukashi, otoko, Ise no Saigū, uchi no otsukai nite mairerikereba ( Ise                     
monogatari , 71) 




Tada udo nite ōyake no on'ushiromi o suru namu, yuku saki mo tanomoshige                         
nameru koto ( Genji monogatari , "Kiritsubo") 




The particle  shite too originated from a compound, namely  shi as the RYK of  su                             
connected to the conjunctive particle  te r. Case particles  ni and  o may precede this                             
particle, resulting in a construction which is usually construed as one particle.                       
Accordingly,  nishite is used to express time or place, whereas  oshitei often occurs in                           









Hito oshite kakaru me o misuru koto, jihi mo naku, reigi ni mo somukeri                           
( Tsurezuregusa , 175) 






























According to Yamada Yoshio, this category covers particles that are attached to  yōgen                         
or  jodōshi , and that establish a certain relation between the clauses they connect.                         
Except for one Old Japanese specimen (that is, nae v), examples illustrating the                         
use of conjunctive particles are predominantly found in Middle Japanese texts. The                       
following particles belong to the set of  setsuzokujoshi :  ba |,  baya |,  to t,  tomo                             
t,  do u,  domou,  gaX,  niw,  o,  mononozz,  mono'oz,  monokara                               








Akikaze no samuku fuku nae wagayado no asaji ga moto ni kōrogi naku mo                           
( Man'yōshū , 10:2158) 




Both MZK and IZK bases can precede this conjunctive particle. The so-called rhetoric                         








Mate to iwaba netemo yukanamu shiite yuku koma no ashi ore mae no                         
tanahashi ( Kokinwakashū , "Koi 4", 739) 
I said "Wait." Ah, if only he would rest a while before leaving. Duckboard                           
bridge in front, break his horse's legs, now he is eager to leave! 
 
The IZK combination, usually adopted to express a hypothetical condition, was first                       
observed in medieval literature, and gradually came into general use during the                       
Muromachi and Edo periods. The MZK plus  ba combination, by contrast, showed a                         






Kyōjin no mane tote ōji o hashiraba, sunawachi kyōjin nari. akunin no mane                         
tote hito o korosaba, akunin nari ( Tsurezuregusa , 85) 












Natsuyama ni naku hototogisu kokoro araba monoomou ware ni koe na                     
kikase so ( Kokinwakashū , 3:145) 













































Wagayado no hagi no shitaba wa akikaze mo imada fukaneba kaku zo                       
momiteru ( Man'yōshū , 8:1628) 




Amanogawa asase shiranami tadoritsutsu watarihateneba ake zo shinikeru               
( Kokinwakashū , "Aki jō", 177) 



















This hybrid particle is composed of the conjunctive  ba | and the case particle  ya,                               
and is considered to be the prototype of the homonymic final particle.  Baya expresses                           













Kokoroateni orabaya oramu hatsushimo no oki madowaseru shiragiku no                 
hana ( Kokinwakashū , "Aki ge", 277) 






Hisakata no tsuki no katsura mo aki wa nao momiji surebaya                     
terimasaruramu ( Kokinwakashū , "Aki jō", 194) 












The  setsuzokujoshi to is attached to several flexional forms. It can be connected to the                             
SSK of  dōshi or  keiyōdōshi , to the RYK of  keiyōshi , and to the RYK of the negation                                 
particle  zu f. Its main use as a concessive particle is limited to the Classical Japanese                               
language, and hardly differs from the conjunctive particle  tomo . Instances of this use,                         





Arashi nomi fuku meru yado ni hanasusuki ho ni idetari to kai ya nakaramu                           
( Kagerō nikki , Jō, 957) 
Although the flowering eulalias have come into ears at home where only storms                         
seem to be raging, it won't be of any avail. 
















As regards the bases to which it can be attached, the particle  tomo parallels the                             
particle  to . Although etymologically often read as a combination of the case particle  to                           
and the inductive particle  mo , which typically follows perceptive verbs (that is, verbs                         
giving a statement about the external world) including  shiru ,  iu {,  omou ­                         
,  miru f, and  kiku [, the particle  tomo is best regarded as one lexical unit. A                                 
peculiar Old Japanese combination is  mitomo ft, in which the particle contrary                       




Ashihiki no yatsuo no tsubaki tsuratsura ni mitomo, akame ya uetekeru kimi                       
( Man'yōshū , 20:4481) 












Chitose o sugusu tomo, hitoyo no yume no kokochi koso seme ( Tsurezuregusa ,                       
7) 






Kaku sashikomete aritomo, ka no kuni no hito koba, mina akinamu to su                         
( Taketori monogatari , "Kaguyahime no shōten") 










Both in meaning and use, this particle, which originated in the Nara period, is very                             
similar to the conjunctive particle  domo . That particle mainly appeared in  kanbun                       
kundoku texts from the Heian period, whereas the  joshi do predominantly features in                         
monogatari and diary literature. During subsequent literary periods,  domo gradually                   
increased its presence to the detriment of  do , which steadily dropped out of use. The                             
setsuzokujoshi do u is attached to the IZK. The oldest examples of  do include                           




Aoni yoshi Nara no ōji wa yukiyokedo, kono yamamichi wa yukiashikarikeri                     
( Man'yōshū , 15:3728) 









Ito hashitanaki koto ōkaredo, katajikenaki mikokorobae no tagui naki o                   
tanomi nite majiraitamau ( Genji monogatari , "Kiritsubo") 




Futari yukedo yukisugigataki akiyama o ikanika kimi ga hitori koyu ramu                     
( Man'yōshū , 2:106) 





The particle  domo consists of the conjunctive particle  do , combined with the                       
inductive particle  mo , and like  do expresses concession. The particle is attached to the                           
IZK, and, as is illustrated by the following example, can also be preceded by - ke and                               
- shike  as archaic IZK forms of the  ku and  shiku flexions. 
 
}#z	züq]uæìwcrftPz 
Michinoku no Mano no kayahara tōkedomo omokage nishite miyu to iu                     
mono'o ( Man'yōshū , 3:396) 
Although the cogon fields of Mano in the northeastern provinces are distant,                       
you can see them in your imagination, so they say. 
 
The construction  toiedomo tPucovers practically the same meaning as  domo ,                   
and originated in the  kanbun kundoku literature of the Kamakura period. The                       
ensuing Muromachi Period witnessed the emergence of the expression  keredomo ]                   





















Kiso wa, Echigo no kofu ni arikeru ga, kore o kiite goman amari ki de                             
hasemukau ( Heike monogatari , 7, "Hiuchi gassen" U2) 





Mukashi yori ōku no shirabyōshi arishi ga, kakaru mai wa imada mizu                       
( Heike monogatari , 1, "Giō" 	+) 




Tatoe, Tōjin de arō ga, Oranda de arō ga, metta ni hoka e wa yaranu ( Kanjin                               
Kanmon tekuda no hajimari ¥, 1) 
Whether they are Chinese or Dutch, we absolutely do not let them go anywhere                           
else. 
Note : This example is an illustration of the so-called hypothetical concession, which is                         









Kono koto o nageku ni, hige mo shiroku, koshi mo kagamari, me mo                         
tadarenikeri ( Taketori monogatari , "Kaguyahime no shōten") 




















Kiri mo fukaku tsuyukeki ni, sudare o sae agetamaereba, onsode mo itō                       
nurenikeri ( Genji monogatari , "Yūgao") 




This particle is put after RTK forms, but it sometimes appears after  taigen , as is                             
illustrated by the second example. Although it is not always possible to name the                           
specific use, about three functions can be discerned. In comparison to the similar                         










Yaezakura wa Nara no miyako ni nomi arikeru o, konogoro zo yo ni ōku nari                             
haberu naru ( Tsurezuregusa , 139) 




Shiratsuyu no iro wa hitotsu o ika nishite aki no konoha o chiji ni somuramu                             
( Kokinwakashū , "Aki ge", 257) 





Kokoro ni shimo shitagawazu kurushiki o, sarinu beki ori mite, taimen                     
subeku tabakare ( Genji monogatari , "Utsusemi") 









"Kimuji ga sō wa nani zo" to ōserareshikaba, "Natsuyama to namu mōsu" to                         
mōshishi o, yagate Shigeki to namu tsukesasetamaerishi ( Ōkagami , "Jo") 




Originated from the combination of the nominal noun ( keishikimeishi )  mono , and the                       




Nabete no tsuki ni wa mienu monono, shiwasu no tsugomori nomi tokimekite                       
( Makura no sōshi , "Hana no ki naranu wa") 









Kimi komu to iishi yorugoto ni suginureba tanomanu monono koi tsutsu zo                       
furu ( Ise monogatari , 23) 




Another example of conjunctive particles having  mono as a component is  monoo ,                       
which is also attached to the RTK. The second part consists of the exclamatory                           





Komu to iu mo konu toki aru o koji to iu o komu to wa mataji koji to iu                                     
mono'o ( Man'yōshū , 4:527) 
Sometimes you don't come even though you said you would; but if you say you                             





















This particle equally takes an RTK base, and is compounded of  mono and the case                             
particle  kara .  Monokara , which traditionally expresses a concessive sense, could also                     
be read in medieval texts as a marker of a consecutive or causal relation. This use                               
originated from confusion with the conjunctive particle  kara , which, as one of its                         
primary functions, indicates reason or cause. In Edo literature, this particle                     





Tsuki wa Ariake nite, hikari o samareru monokara, kage (ke)sayakani miete                     
( Genji monogatari , "Hahakigi") 











Sasugani hendo no ifū wasurezaru mono kara, shushō ni oboeraru ( Oku no                       
hosomichi , "Sue no Matsuyama") 




The same pattern ruling the previous particles applies to  monoyue : it takes an RTK                           









Koi sureba wagami wa kage to narinikeri, saritote, hito ni wa sowanu                       
monoyue ( Kokinwakashū , "Koi 1", 528) 










The conjunctive particle  te rderived from the RYK  te r of the perfective flexion                           
morpheme  tsu , and accordingly connects to the RYK. Taking everything into                     
consideration, there is little difference with the modern Japanese particle  te , which in                         
its primary function equally expresses a simple conjunction or co-ordination. It                     












Initially, attachment to other forms than RYK  yōgen was possible. The combination                       
with such adverbs as  kaku W[,  sa a, and  nado vu produced the eventual stock                             
phrases kakute W[r,  sate ar, and  nadote vur (all also adverbs), but in the                           
particles  tote tr and  nite wr too, the addition of  te to the  joshi  to t and  ni w                                     
remained visible. It is not always easy to set the particle apart from the RYK of the                                 
perfective  jodōshi  tsu , but when  te is preceded by the  jodōshi  mu ,  mashi c,  ki                               








Onaji koshiba naredo, uruwashū shiwatashite, kiyoge naru ya, rō nado                   
tsuzukete ( Genji monogatari , "Wakamurasaki") 






















Hana no na wa hitomekite, kō ayashiki kakine ni namu, saki haberikeru                       
( Genji monogatari , "Yūgao") 




This particle too was originally a compounded form, of the words  shi (RYK of  su ) and                               
the conjunctive particle  te .  Shite is attached to the RYK of  keiyōshi and  keiyōdōshi ,                           































The particle is attached to the RYK of  dōshi , and of the  jodōshi su e,  sasu ae,                                 
shimu c,  ru , and  raru . This  joshi suggests repetition/duration, and can                         





Noyama ni majirite take o toritsutsu, yorozu no koto ni tsukaikeri ( Taketori                       
monogatari , "Kaguyahime no oitachi") 





Hitogoto ni ori kazashitsutsu asobedomo iya mezurashiki ume no hana kamo                     
(Man'yōshū, 5:828) 












Amazakaru hina ni itsutose sumaitsutsu miyako no teburi wasurae nikeri                   
( Man'yōshū , 5:880) 





"Yagate mairamu" tote, niwakani shōjin hajimetsutsu, Itsukushima e zo                 
mairarekeru ( Heike monogatari , 2, "Tokudaiji no sata" ¥RÑù3,) 




The  setsuzokujoshi nagara vX is put after the RYK of  dōshi and certain  jodōshi ,                           
including the negation morpheme  zu . The particle can further be attached to  taigen ,                         
and to the stem of  keiyōshi and  keiyōdōshi .  Nagara may be considered to derive from                             
the homonymous suffix, and both forms also often correspond in meaning. To set                         
both forms apart,  nagara is generally identified as a  setsubiji when it follows  taigen                           
and constitutes an adverbial modification. In cases where it comes after the RYK                         
stressing the continuity or coordination of actions, however, it concerns a                     














Toritsukinagara itō neburite, ochinu beki toki ni me o samasu koto, tabitabi                       
nari ( Tsurezuregusa , 41) 













Kashikoki okage oba tanomikikoenagara, otoshime kizu o motometamau hito                 
wa ōku ( Genji monogatari , "Kiritsubo") 










This particle is thought to be derived from the combination  zute  fr, that is, the RYK                               
of the negation morpheme  zu , followed by the  setsuzokujoshi te . The particle is                         












Oni aru tokoro tomo shirade, ...... abaranaru kura ni, onna oba oku ni                         
oshiirete ( Ise monogatari , 6) 




Closely related to the case particle karaW is the conjunctive particle  kara , which is                             
attached to the RTK or to the conjunctive particle  te , and which, in meaning, has a lot                                 





















Sekkaku sabiotoshite kara, gomame ippiki kiru koto ni wa aranedomo                   
(Saikaku,  Sekenmunesan'yō R¹J, 2:4) 














Ume no hana sakichiru sono ni ware yukamu kimi ga tsukai o                       
katamachigatera ( Man'yōshū , 18:4041) 









Yamanohe no mii o migateri kankaze no Ise otomedomo aimitsuru kamo                     
( Man'yōshū , 1:81) 








This category of particles was equally coined by Yamada Yoshio, and collects  joshi                         
that exert a specific influence on other constituents of the sentence. It may concern                           
emphasis put on words preceding the particle, or transforming the flexion forms of                         
subsequent  yōgen into another flexion form (see  kakarimusubi ). Inductive particles                   
are found in declarative sentences, (rhetorical) question sentences, or sentence-final                   
position, and they mark a specific topic, impart emphasis, frame a question, and so                           
on. The particles  namo v (afterward evolved into  namuv), and  kamoW can                           
be mentioned as the most ancient specimens of this group. Middle Japanese                       








Itsu wa namo koizu ari to wa aranedomo utate konokoro koishishigeshimo                     
( Man'yōshū , 12:2877) 




This  joshi originated from the combination of the  kakarijoshi ka and  mo , and just like                             
namo is put after subject words, adverbial modifiers, and conjunctions. Inflecting                     
words following this particle take the RTK due to  kakarimusubi ; a rule which lapsed                           
since the particle's shift (as is observable in modern Japanese) to a sentence-final                         




Fuyu gomori haru no ōno o yaku hito wa yakitarane kamo agakokoro yaku                         
( Man'yōshū , 7:1336) 





Ashihiki no yamadori no o no shidario no naganagashi yo o hitori kamo                         
nemu ( Man'yōshū , 11:2802) 








Subject words, adverbial modifiers, and conjunctions once more operate as basis for                       
the particle.  Wa primarily serves as a topic marker. Additionally, it is inserted to                           
indicate a contrast between two phrases, or to emphatically mark the content of the                           
predicate. Further,  wa may express a hypothetical relation when it follows the RYK of                           
keiyōshi or  zu f. In this function, incidentally, the hypothetical nuance is not always                           
plainly visible. Morphologically interesting is the expression  oba | which has                     
evolved from the connection of  wa to  o . Other sound contractions are  nav and  tak,                                 





















Tazunuru hito no koto no ne ka, obotsukanaku wa omoedomo, koma o                       
hayamete yuku hodo ni ( Heike monogatari , 6, "Kogō" ¨) 





Uguisu no tani yori izuru koe naku wa haru kuru koto o tareka shiramashi                           
( Kokinwakashū , "Haru jō", 14) 













This particle attaches just like the previous  kakarijoshi , and marks—like its modern                       
Japanese equivalent—an enumeration or addition. The particles  zo or  koso may be                       
put after  mo , and thus express concern or lamentation about something bad that is                           
going to happen.  Mo does not modify flexion forms further down the sentence. The                           









Hige mo shiroku, koshi mo kagamari, me mo tadarenikeri ( Taketori                   
monogatari , "Kaguyahime no shōten") 













Tada hitotsu futatsu nado, honokani uchihikarite yuku mo okashi. Ame nado                     
furu mo okashi ( Makura no sōshi , "Haru wa akebono") 





















Chō no uchi yori mo idasazu, itsuki yashinau ( Taketori monogatari ,                   
"Kaguyahime no oitachi") 



















Ie ni yukite nani o kataramu ashihiki no yamahototogisu hitokoe mo nake                       
( Man'yōshū , 19:4203) 




Omou koto o, mao narazu tomo, katahashi nite mo, uchikasumetsubeki                   
onnaoya mo owasezu ( Genji monogatari , "Fujibakama") 




























Midori naru hitotsu kusa to zo haru wa mishi aki wa iroiro no hana ni zo                               
arikeru ( Kokinwakashū , "Aki jō", 245) 

























Tabitabi gōtō ni aitaru yue ni, kono na o tsukenikeru to zo ( Tsurezuregusa ,                         
46) 
Since he had repeatedly encountered robbers, he was given that name [that is,                         






Kiri no ki no hana, murasaki ni sakitaru wa, nao okashiki ni, ha no                           
hirogorizama zo, utate kochitakeredo, kotokidomo to hitoshū iu beki ni mo                     
arazu ( Makura no sōshi , "Konohana wa") 
The purply flowering of the blossoms of the empress tree is very appealing, but                           
although the way its leaves spread out is utterly grotesque, one cannot say it is                             
a tree on a par with other trees. 
 
Note : In Nara texts,  zo j often followed IZK forms, expressing a reason/cause. In                           




Asakami no omoimidarete kaku bakari na ne ga koure zo ime ni miekeru                         
( Man'yōshū , 4:724) 
I have seen you in my dreams, since you yearned so much for me in your                               
thoughts as tangled as morning-hair. 
 
In tanka, the combination  zoarijN, which joins the particle  zoj and the verb  ari                               
N, is contracted to  zari b. No contraction but rather fossilization is observed                         
when  zo follows question words. Such combinations were current practice in                     








It is often maintained that zo j originated in the unvoiced particle  so i, and that                               
both variants were used indiscriminately in Nara texts. Since the Heian period,  zoj                           
eventually prevailed and  so i faded away, only lingering in such standard                       
expressions as  taso xi. Incidentally, the modern Japanese  tasogare0" ("twilight                     
") derived its origin from  tasokarexi ("Who is there?"), indicating the difficuty of                           
clearly distinguishing people from one another in the dusk. 
Among  kakari particles, namu v and  koso _i have similar functions, albeit that                         
the deictic or emphasizing aspect has a more prominent place in the particle  koso . In                             
comparison with  namu ,  zo effects a much stronger emphasis, and is further adopted                         
in a very large variety of genres (covering prose [narrative texts ( ji no bun z)                             




dialogue texts ( kaiwa no bun vøz). This aspect equally pertains to koso , which                         













Chichi wa naobito nite, haha nan Fujiwara narikeru. Sate nan, atenaru hito                       
ni to omoikeru ( Ise monogatari , 10) 









Hashi o yatsu wataseru ni yorite namu, Yatsuhashi to iikeru ( Ise monogatari ,                       
9) 
Because they had spanned eight bridges, it was dubbed Eight Bridges. 










Toshigoro yoku kurabetsuru hitobito namu, wakaregataku omoite, hi shikiri                 
ni tokaku shitsutsu, nonoshiru uchi ni yo fukenu ( Tosa nikki , 21.12) 
I found it difficult to part from the people with whom I had hit it off well for                                   







● In Nara literature, we still come across traces of the Old Japanese variant                         
namo v, but since the publication of the  Man'yōshū , the notation  namu                       
definitively seemed to have gained prevalence. The particle was particularly                   
seen as an element of the vernacular vocabulary, and appeared in written                       
dialogues and epistolary writings during the Heian period, whereas it was                     
absent in tanka. During the Middle Ages, it gradually entered the                     
written-language register, and was used frequently in  gikobun \                 
(pseudoclassical writings or imitations moulded on Heian texts) and it occurs                     
once in a while in  gunki monogatari M§ (war chronicles). 
● If confusion with homophonic counterparts might arise, a scrupulous reading                   
of the clause preceding  namu is called for. 
1) consistent with other  kakarijoshi , the inductive particle  namu                 
connects to the RTK,  shugo ,  ren'yōshūshokugo , and  setsuzokushi ; 
2) the  shūjoshi  namu is governed by a MZK base; 
3) the combination  na v (MZK of the perfective particle  nux) +  mu                             



































Nado ka miyazukae o shitamawazaramu. Shinitamaubeki yō ya arubeki                 
( Taketori monogatari , "Mikado no kyūkon") 










Momoshiki no ōmiya wa hima are ya ume o kazashite koko ni tsudoeru                         
( Man'yōshū , 10:1883) 





Kimi ya koshi ware ya yukikemu oboezu yume ka utsutsu ka nete ka samete                           
ka ( Ise monogatari , 69) 
Did you come, or did I go to you? I cannot remember. Is it a dream or reality?                                   
Was I asleep or awake? 
 
Since this particle can be put in the middle or at the end of a sentence, some                                 
grammarians qualify the latter variant as a  shūjoshi . The absence of any semantic                         
difference between the sentence-final and non-final  ya , however, justifies it being                     
treated within the  kakarijoshi category. 
In addition, there is a possibility of classifying this particle in the category of                           
kantōjoshi or  heiritsujoshi . The criterion here is the extent to which  ya can be read as                               
an exclamation, or the degree to which it may establish a coordinate conjunction. 
As an interrogative particle,  ya can be connected to the sentence-final interrogative                       
particle  ka . The two  joshi have the following differences: 
1)  ka is used in combination with question words, unlike  ya (although some                         
medieval texts contain combinations of  ya with question words); 
2)  ka usually expresses simple doubt/uncertainty, whereas  ya implies a                   
question directly addressed to the interlocutor; 
3)  ka is attached to the RTK, limiting the question's extent to the word it                             
affects, whereas the question particle  ya on the other hand is attached to the                           
SSK, and affects the entire preceding phrase. Overtones of irony, incidentally,                     




























Kokoro naki tori ni zo arikeru hototogisu mono'omou toki ni naku beki mono                         
ka ( Man'yōshū , 15:3784) 
What a heartless bird you are! Little cuckoo, do you really need to sing this                             
instant that I am lost in thought? 
 
Quite unlike its modern Japanese equivalent, the interrogative particle  ka can also be                         
placed in the middle of a sentence. In this case, the particle is often combined with                               
fixed question words, such as  nani D and  ikani PWw. The predicate is sometimes                           




Kiyoge naru ya, rō nado tsuzukete, kodachi ito yoshi aru wa nanibito no                         
sumu nika ( Genji monogatari , "Wakamurasaki") 
It was a succession of tidy pavilions and halls, and there were very imposing                           
trees; who was living there, I wondered. 








This particle connects to  shugo ,  ren'yōshūshokugo , and  setsuzokushi , or comes at the                       
end of a sentence. As an emphatic particle, it moves the stress to the phrase preceding                               
it. As already mentioned,  koso expresses the most powerful emphasis compared to                       
other emphatic particles. As a rule,  koso induces the IZK, although this convention is                           




Naniwahito ashihi taku ya no su shite aredo ono ga tsuma koso toko                         
mezurashiki ( Man'yōshū , 11:265) 
Although sooty as a hut where Naniwa people kindle a fire using reed, my wife                             
is always the same beauty to me. 
 
Overtones of concession were still prominent until the Heian period, but the particle                         
eventually lost its concessive connotation, and turned to conveying neutral emphasis.                     
If  yodan verbs co-occur with  koso , it will not be possible to distinguish between any                             




Ukon no kimi koso mazu monomitamae. Chūjō­dono koso kore yori                   
wataritamainure ( Genji monogatari , "Yūgao") 






Nowaki no mata no hi koso, imijū aware ni okashikere ( Makura no sōshi ,                         
"Nowaki no mata no hi koso") 
I do enjoy the day after an early autumn typhoon, due to its very appealing                             
effect. 
 










Kinō koso sanae torishika itsu no ma ni inaba soyogite akikaze no fuku                         
( Kokinwakashū , "Aki jō",172) 





























Yo ni kazu naranu kono ama ga, tatoe yamai de shishitari tote, ko ni yuzuru                             
mono araba koso (Chikamatsu,  Yōmei tennō shokunin kagami JÚ=+õ               
, 2) 




This  kakarijoshi is compounded of the  kakari particles  ka and  wa , and is attached to                             
shugo ,  ren'yōshūshokugo , and  setsuzokushi . In a sentence-final position, this particle                   


















Hana wa mori ni, tsuki wa kuma naki o nomi miru mono kawa                         
( Tsurezuregusa , 137) 





Hachisuba no nigori ni shimanu kokoro mote nani kawa tsuyu o tama to                         
azamuku ( Kokinwakashū , "Natsu", 165) 




Yamada Yoshio's fourth category comprises  joshi which according to their behaviour                     
in the sentence show similarity to  fukushi .  Fukujoshi connect to  yōgen -related words,                       
and adverbially modify subsequent inflecting words. Adverbial particles reinforce the                   
continuity of the constituents, and can be placed directly before or behind a                         
kakujoshi . In the Old Japanese vocabulary, only two representatives have been                     
documented, namely the emphatic particle  i P, and the prohibitory particle  na v.                         
More recent instances of adverbial  joshi include:  danilw,  surae,  saea,  nomi                           








Wa ga seko ga atofumi motome oiyukaba Ki no sekimori i todometemu kamo                         
( Man'yōshū , 4:545) 
If I were to search and follow my husband's track, would the barrier keeper of                             
Ki stop me? 
 













This adverbial particle precedes verbal RYK and certain  jodōshi .  Kahen and  sahen                       
verbs, however, take the MZK behind the particle. There is also a final particle  na                             





Wagafune wa Hira no minato ni kogihatemu oki e na sakari sayofuke nikeri                         
( Man'yōshū , 3:274) 
My boat rowed to Hira harbour to cast anchor. Do not set out to sea now, the                                 
night is already far advanced. 
 
Note : As part of the brace construction ending in the particle  so i,  na remained                             
preserved in later texts. This construction constitutes a twofold prohibition, in which                       
na introduces the prohibition and  so  conveys added emphasis. In the course of time,                           
so integrally assumed  na 's function, and developed as an independent prohibitory                     
particle. Incidentally, certain grammars treat this dual prohibitory construction                 
























Kaguya­hime, hikari ya aru to miru ni, hotaru bakari no hikari dani nashi                         
( Taketori monogatari , "Hotoke no miishi no hachi") 
When Princess Kaguya inspected whether it radiated, there was not so much as                         
the glow of a firefly. 
 
Note : In Nara texts, only the first use prevails. The second use, expressed in Nara                             
texts principally by  sura e, originated in the beginning of the Heian period.                         
Together with  sae a,  sura e belongs to the same semantic field as  dani .                           
Mutually, however, a number of subtle nuance differences exist. Sura e, which in                         
meaning closely corresponds with the modern Japanese particle  sae aT, indicates                     
that the concept to which it is attached, is subjected to the predicate, and suggests the                               
existence of many other alternatives. The second use of  dani reveals close                       
resemblance to this particle. Sae a signals that the quoted example is an                         
extraordinary case, and can be compared to the Modern Japanese  mademo s.                       




Nyomu sōzu wa, Ōigawa no miyuki ni, san'ebako no soko ni, eboshi o dani                           
mo yōi shite ( Shasekishū 3~K, 8:22) 
For his pilgrimage to Oigawa, priest Nyomu had even packed a black-lacquered                       
crown in the bottom of his robe case. 
 
Eventually the nuances of both particles blurred, and  sae a came to be                         









Koto towanu ki sura imo to se ari to iu o tada hitoriko ni aru ga kurushisa                                 
( Man'yōshū , 6:1007) 




Hijiri nado sura, saki no yo no koto yume ni miru wa ito kataka naru o                               
( Sarashina nikki , "Miyazukae") 









Koshi o osame ni idetekoshi masura ware sura yononaka no tsune                     
shinakereba uchinabiki toko ni koifushi ( Man'yōshū , 17:3969) 
Warrior as I may be, I left to govern Koshi, but as the way of the world is                                   
inconstant, I lie here writhing abed. 
 
Note : While sura was frequently used in Nara texts, it gradually lost currency and was                             
only used sporadically during the Heian period in  Wabun monogatari or diaries                       
( nikki ) or appeared as an archaism in  Kanbun kundoku texts and  waka . During the                           
process, its content was absorbed by the semantically related particles danilw and                         




This particle also follows  shugo or  ren'yōshūshokugo . In terms of etymology, this                       
word probably has its origin in  soe @ ("addition"), which immediately illustrates                       
the initially additive nuance of the particle. This primary meaning survived until                       
about the Heian period. Subsequently, it increasingly included meanings of the                     
kindred joshi sura and  dani . Initially,  sura was consistently replaced by  sae and  dani                           
(2nd use), and eventually sae assumed the function expressed by  dani (3rd use).                         





Amakaze, iwa mo ugoku bakari furifubukite, kami sae narite todoroku ni                     
( Sarashina nikki , "Hatsuse") 





Masashiki kyōdai sae nitaru wa sukunashi. Mashite itoko ni nitaru mono wa                       
nashi ( Soga , 4:4) 















Nomi is equally attached to  shugo or  ren'yōshūshokugo . This particle expresses                     
limitation or exclusivity. Furthermore, some emphatic effect is involved. This  joshi                     
would have its origins in …  no mi z ("the … itself"), from which the meaning                               




Nanigoto mo hendo wa iyashiku, katakuna naredomo, Tennōji no bugaku                   
nomi, Miyako ni hajizu ( Tsurezuregusa , 220) 




Mikokoro o nomi madowashite sari namu koto no, kanashiku taegataku                   
haberu nari ( Taketori monogatari , "Kaguyahime no shōten") 




The adverbial particle  bakari connects to various parts of speech, including  taigen ,                       
taigen -like words,  fukushi , RTK and SSK forms, and specific particles. As can still be                           
seen in the first use,  bakari traces back to hakari , the RYK of the verb  hakaru 4/£                             
 ("to measure, to gauge"). The limitative implication of  bakari only emerged during                         










Mochizuki no sayakasa o tō awasetaru bakari nite, aru hito no kenoana sae                         
miyuru hodo nari ( Taketori monogatari , "Kaguyahime no shōten") 


















Tanomitaru kata no koto wa tagaite, omoi yoranu michi bakari wa kanainu                       
( Tsurezuregusa , 189) 




Tsukikage bakari zo, yaemugura nimo sawarazu sashiiritaru ( Genji               
monogatari , "Kiritsubo") 
Only the moonlight shines without hindrance on the luxuriant growth of wild                       
grass. 
 
Note : The combination of the  fukushi ka W and  bakari is in its entirety often                             
construed as a  fukushi . Particularly in Nara texts, moreover, bakari  is often attached                         
to deictic  fukushi , including  ka W,  saa, and  kakuW[, and examples can further be                               




Much like  bakari , the particle  made is connected to a variety of parts of speech,                             











Ka no tomodachi, kore o mite, ito aware to omoite, yoru no mono made                           
okurite ( Ise monogatari , 16) 











Homenonoshirikeru koe, kashigamashiki made namu kikoekeru ( Ujishūi             
monogatari , 7:6) 
You could hear exuberantly cheering voices, almost deafeningly loud. 







Oriyoku wa mi ni konu mademo wagayado no sakura sakinu to tsugemashi                       
monoo ( Izumishikibushū ) 





This fukujoshi is put after  taigen , RYK and RTK forms, and may also follow                           







Gradually, the compound eroded and, through the intermediate form  nando vu,                     
it ultimately consolidated as  nado . Since the case particle  to was factually already                         
integrated in the particle, it was not usual to add an extra  to t after  nado until the                                   










Shitashiki nyōbō, o­menoto nado o tsukawashitsutsu, arisama o kikoshimesu                 
( Genji monogatari , "Kiritsubo") 














Ito samuki ni, hi nado isogi okoshite, sumi motewataru mo, ito tsukizuki shi                         
( Makura no sōshi , "Haru wa akebono") 







Kaku no gotoku no ubai nado no mi nite, biku o hori e keiresasuru, mizō no                               
akugyō nari ( Tsurezuregusa ,106) 





This particle follows shugo or  ren'yōshūshokugo , and primarily fulfils an emphatic                     
role. As is illustrated by the first example,  shi appears within Nara texts in sentences                             
ending in the SSK, but in the Heian periode, it could only be used in conditional                               
constructions such as …  shi …  ba , or it evolved due to attachment of a  kakarijoshi into                                 
a compound particle, such as  shimo c,  shizo cj, and  shikoso c_i. 
 
R÷{z|çvq[r£ÉR÷cR{c 
Yamato wa kuni no mahoroba tatanazuku aokaki yamagomoreru Yamato                 
shi uruwashi ( Kojiki , "Chū", Keikō 'í) 












This adverbial particle originated from the combination of  shi ( fukujoshi ) plus  mo                       











Kono hito, kuni ni kanarazushimo iitsukau mono ni mo arazanari ( Tosa                     
nikki , 23.12) 




Mina hito, monowabishikute, Miyako ni omou hito naki ni shimo arazu ( Ise                       
monogatari , 9) 











This  joshi occurs in the middle of phrases expressing surmise, doubt, or intention,                         
and is put after  taigen , question words, the combination  taigen plus  kakujoshi , the                         
RYK or the  setsuzokujoshi te . This particle was presumably directly derived from the                         
final particle  gana Xv. Evidence of comma intonation after the particle (that is, the                           
use of this particle as a caesura marker) or the implication of desideration that still                             



















Attachment occurs after  taigen indicating a certain activity. The particle (and its                       
variant  gaterani Xrw) suggests that an action involves an additional act or                       
ulterior motive. In Nara texts, the same role was fulfilled by gateri Xr                         








This category of particles indicate the end of a sentence, and may add supplemental                           
information (command, question, irony, desire, prohibition, exclamation) or mark                 
emphasis. The subset of Old Japanese final particles is limited to the following  joshi :                           
namo v,  na v,  ne y,  shika cW,  mo ,  moga X,  gane Xy,  kamoW,  koso                                 
_i, and  teshika / teshiga rcW/rcX. Less ancient  shūjoshi include  baya |,                 
namu v,  gana Xv,  shiga cX,  shigana cXv,  mogana Xv,  na v,  soi,  ka                             
W,  kana Wv,  kashiWc,  wa{,  zoj,  teshiganarcXv, and  nishiganawcXv.                           








Miwayama o shikamo kakusu ka kumo dani mo kokoro aranamo                   
kakusōbeshi ya ( Man'yōshū , 1:18) 
Why hiding Mount Miwa like that? I wish at least the clouds were sensible. Do                             
they really need to keep hiding it? 











Kaerusani imo ni misemu ni, watatsumi no oki tsu shiratama hiriite yukana                       
( Man'yōshū , 15:3614) 










Nigitatsu ni funanori semu to tsuki mateba shio mo kanainu ima wa kogiide                         
na ( Man'yōshū , 1:8) 










Just as the particle  na , with which it is often combined,  ne is attached to the MZK. It                                   
is also sometimes preceded by the sentence-final prohibitive particle  so i. Using  ne ,                         









Takamato no nobe no akihagi na chiri so ne kimi ga katami ni mitsutsu                           
shinowamu ( Man'yōshū , 2:233) 









Note :  kara ãis the MZK of  karu ã;  sa a is the MZK of  su e. 
d.  shika cW 
 




Maso kagami mishika to omou imo mo awanu kamo tama no o no taetaru koi                             
no shigeki konokoro ( Man'yōshū , 11:2366) 
Doesn't she want to see me, the girl I long for, thinking, "If only I could see                                 
her"? Just now that my interrupted love ardently resurges. 
Note :  Maso kagami i¾ is the  makurakotoba or epithet modifying  miruf;  tae                         
T, the RYK of  is also connected to a  makurakotoba :  tama no o Êz.  
 
Note :  Shika has its origin in the RTK of the  jodōshi ki Y combined with the  joshi  ka                                   
which articulates a desire.  Shika often subtly, and especially in the construction                       
teshika rcW, hints at the unfeasibility of the desire. That phrase can be extended by                             




This Old Japanese particle is attached to the SSK or the MRK. If  kakarimusubi is                             
involved, it can also be connected to the RTK or IZK. The particle lays emphasis on an                                 
exclamation or emotion, and is often supplemented in Nara texts by other particles,                         
such as  ka ,  zo ,  ha , and  ya , having  kamoW,  zomoj,  hamo{, and  yamo                                 




Haru no no ni kasumi tanabiki ura kanashi kono yūkage ni uguisu naku mo                           
( Man'yōshū , 19:4290) 










This Nara  joshi is attached to  taigen , the RYK of  keiyōshi and of the copula  nari ,                               








Miyakohe ni yukamu fune moga kari komo no midarete omou koto                     
tsugeyaramu ( Man'yōshū , 15:3640) 




Ashihiki no yama wa naku moga tsuki mireba onajiki sato o kokoro hedatetsu                         
( Man'yōshū , 18:4076) 




Kimi ga yuku michi no nagate o kuritatane yakihorobosamu ame no hi                       
mogamo ( Man'yōshū , 15:3724) 
If only there was a heavenly fire, furling, burning, and destroying the long way                           
you walked. 
 
Note : The origin of the particle presumably goes back to the combination of the case                             
particles  mo  and  ka W. In the oldest documentation, the construction  mogamo                         
X, which combines  moga with the final particle  mo , was still widely used, and from                             













Umenohana ware wa chirasaji aoniyoshi Nara naru hito mo kitsutsu miru                     
gane ( Man'yōshū , 10:1906) 




The Nara final particle  kamo emerged from the combination of the  shūjoshi ka and                           
the  kakarijoshi mo . It is attached to  taigen , or to the RTK. Sometimes, as is                             








Ume no hana shidariyanagi ni orimajie hana ni sonaeba kimi ni awamu                       
kamo ( Man'yōshū , 10:1904) 




Waga sono ni ume no hana chiru. Hisakata no ame yori yuki no nagare kuru                             
kamo ( Man'yōshū , 5:822) 





Miyoshino no Kisayama no ma no konure ni wa kokodamo sawaku tori no                         
koe kamo ( Man'yōshū , 6:924) 
How ebulliently boisterous, that twittering by birds in the treetops of Kisayama                       
Valley in fair Yoshino! 
 
Note : In some cases, it is not possible to draw a distinct line between both previous                               




Amanohara furisakemireba Kasuga naru Mikasa no yama ni ideshi tsuki                   
kamo ( Kokinwakashū , "Kiryo" 9, 406) 
Peering into the distance of the firmament, is it the moon which just appeared                           
past Mount Mikasa in Kasuga? 
 
Both the  shūjoshi kamo and the  kakarijoshi kamo belong to the Nara vocabulary, and                           









Note : The particle's appearance in a younger text, the introduction to the  Kokinshū ,                         









Nubatama no yo wataru tsuki wa haya mo idenu kamo unabara no                       
yasoshima no ue yu imo ga atari mimu ( Man'yōshū , 15:3651) 








Utsutsu ni wa au yoshi mo nashi nubatama no yoru no ime ni o tsugite                             
miekoso ( Man'yōshū , 5:807) 


















Yononaka ni monogatari to iu mono no annaru o, ikade mibaya to                       
omoitsutsu ( Sarashina nikki , "Kadode") 




Satsuki koba naki mo furinan hototogisu madashiki hodo no koe o kikabaya                       
( Kokinwakashū , 138) 


















Are o mireba, fune ga idesaburau. Isoginorabaya to zonjisaburau                 
( Sumidagawa ÷J) 
















Note : This use as firm negation, and particularly the phrase  arabaya N|,                       
started in the Muromachi period. Uses 2 and 3 too are derivative functions, making                           
baya 's primary meaning limited to the first use: indicating a desire. To avoid                         
confusion,  baya can also refer to the compound of the  setuszokujoshi ba | and                           




This particle takes the MZK as its base, and co-occurs with a number of spelling                             
alternatives, namely  namo v in Nara texts and  nan v in subsequent literature.                         



















Kotoshi yori haru shirisomuru sakurabana chiru to iu koto wa                   
narawazaranamu ( Kokinwakashū , 49) 




The particle is attached to  taigen or to the combination of a  taigen and the  kakujoshi                               
o . As for its origin,  gana goes back to  mogamo X, which is compounded of                               
the Nara final particle  mogaX, supplemented with the final particle  mo. During                           
the Heian period, this compound corrupted into  mogana Xv, which was readily                       





"Kano kimidachi o gana. Tsurezure naru asobigataki ni," nado, uchi                   
oboshikeri ( Genji monogatari , "Hashihime") 





Hashi e mawareba hito ga shiru minato no kawa no shio ga hikegana                         
( Kanginshū áK) 
If you take a detour to the bridge, people will find out; if only the tide near the                                   
river mouth would recede! 
 









Aru tokoro niwa arō gana. Sekai wa hiroshi, nihyaku monme nado wa, tare                         
zo otoshisō na mono ja (Chikamatsu,  Onnagoroshiabura no jigoku |                 
) 
It [= the money] should be somewhere. And in this wide world, there should be                             
someone willing to give 200  monme [= about 750 g in silver] for it. 
 




This  shūjoshi , the vocalized counterpart of the Old Japanese  shūjoshi shika cW,                       
connects to verbal RYK, or to  ter and  niw, the RYKs of the  jodōshi tsup and  nux                                         
respectively.  Shiga , which expresses the speaker's personal desire, is most frequently                     




Omoudochi haru no yamabe ni uchimurete soko tomo iwanu tabine shite                     
shiga ( Kokinwakashū , "Haru ge", 126) 





Developed out of the combination of the final particles  shiga and  na , the particle                           
shigana is connected to the RYK of  dōshi , or to  te r and  niw, the RYK forms of the                                       









This  joshi , which entered into use during the Heian period, consists of the final                           
particles  moga and  na .  Taigen ,  keiyōshi ,  nari , the RYK of negation marker  zu , and a                             













Otoko mo onna mo, ikade toku miyako e mogana to omou kokoro areba ( Tosa                           
nikki , 11.1) 













Hana no iro wa utsurinikeri na itazura ni wagami yo ni furu nagameseshi                         
ma ni ( Kokinwakashū , "Haru ge", 113) 














The SSK of  (jo)dōshi is used as a base for this particle, except when  rahen flexions are                                 

















The  shūjoshi so  i connects to verbal RYK, and to the  jodōshi  su ,  sasu ,  shimu ,  ru , and                                 
raru ; in the case of  kahen and  sahen flexions, however, it follows the MZK. 







Note : During the period of the cloistered government ( inseijidai Ç]ÔP, ca.                     















Kurushiku mo furikuru ame ka Miwa no saki Sano no watari ni ie mo                           
aranaku ni ( Man'yōshū , 3:265) 





Wagainochi mo tsune ni aranu ka mukashi mishi kisa no ogawa o yukite                         
mimu tame ( Man'yōshū , 3:332) 







The origin of this  joshi is situated in the combination of final particle  ka and the                               





"How extremely distant a place we have come!," they lamented among                     
themselves. 
 
Note : Since the Heian period, this particle gradually superseded its Nara equivalent         




This particle, which is sometimes classified in the  kantōjoshi , firmly concludes a                       
whole sentence, or indicates, that a message is specifically directed to the                       
interlocutor(s). Morphologically, the particle is compounded of the  kakarijoshi ka                   
and the  fukujoshi shi , which have an exclamatory and emphatical function                     
respectively. As part of the vernacular register,  kashi is often encountered in Heian                         
conversational ( kaiwa vø) style. The particle also featured in post-Heian literature,                     
in such constructions as  zo +  kashi or MRK forms +  kashi . 
▪ Indicating assertion (requesting the listener's consent, and therefore to be compared 
with the modern equivalents  ne y,  yo  or  nanoda vzl): 
 
,zN}{|WRrPeWvWc 
Okina no aramu kagiri wa, kōtemo imasukari namu kashi ( Taketori                   
monogatari , "Kikōshitachi no kyūkon") 





















"Toshi tachikaeru" nado, okashiki koto ni, uta ni mo fumi ni mo tsukuru naru                           
wa ( Makura no sōshi , "Tori wa") 




This particle concludes a  taigen or RTK phrase, and adds emphasis to an utterance.                           
























The old Japanese final particle  teshikarcW is derived of the RYK of the  jodōshi tsu ,                               
supplemented with the final particle  shika , which expresses a wish. In Heian                       













Omoudochi haru no yamabe ni uchimurete soko tomo iwanu tabine shi                     
teshiga ( Kokinwakashū , "Haru ge", 126) 





Hototogisu nakaru kuni ni mo yukiteshika sono naku koe o kikeba kurushi mo                         
( Man'yōshū , 8:1467) 













This particle did not appear before the Heian period. It follows the RYK, and                           
expresses a wish or desire. Morphologically, it goes back to the combination of  ni (the                             





Ise no umi ni asobu ama tomo narinishiga nami kakiwakete mirume                     
kazukamu ( Gosenwakashū , "Koi", 5) 




Coined in the Heian period, this particle combines  nishiga (a desiderative final                       







Ikade, tori no koe mo sezaramu yama ni komori nishigana ( Utsubo                     
monogatari , "Toshikage" fÆ) 




This category comprises particles which may occur after any part of speech, and                         
which often mark a caesura, or assume the character of an exclamation, order, claim,                           
wish, etc. This group of particles include the Nara  joshi  e, as well as the particles  ya                                   
,  yo ,  o ,  na v, and  kashi Wc. Exclamatory particles conclude a well-rounded                             





This Nara particle is put after SSK forms, adverbs, and interjections ( kandōshi ), and                         




Yamanoha ni aji mura sawakiyuku naredo ware wa sabushi e kimi nishi                       
araneba ( Man'yōshū , 4:486) 
























What tender feelings I have, which I'm unable to figure out, like irises in the                             
fifth month, when the little cuckoo sings! 
 




























"Hito ni wa ki no hashi no yō ni omowaruru yo" to Sei Shōnagon ga kakeru                               
mo ( Tsurezuregusa , 1) 





Ima, akikaze fukamu ori zo komu to suru. Mate yo ( Makura no sōshi , "Mushi                           
wa") 















Note : If  yo follows an MRK, this particle can be mistaken for the ending morpheme                             
yo  which is part of the MRK form. This ending, however, only occurs in the MRKs of                                 
ichidan ,  nidan , or  sahen verbs, and is unrelated to the present exclamatory particle.                         
Still, a common prototypical form  yo is believed to underlie both homonymic words.                         










This  joshi too may occur in medial or sentence-final position, and conveys emotion or                           
exclamation. This particle can originally be traced back to the interjection  o . This                           





Tsui ni yuku michi towa kanete kikishikado kinō kyō towa omowazarishi o                       
( Ise monogatari , 125) 

















This exclamatory particle comes in the middle of a sentence or in final position, and                             




Nobe nite tabitabi au yori wa na, iza tamae hijiri koso ( Ryōjinhishō §,                         
302) 





Hashimoto Shinkichi ´h (1882-1945) applied this category to a range of                     
























Onaji hito nagara mo, kokorozashi aru ori to, kawaritaru ori wa, makoto ni                         
kotohito to zo oboyuru ( Makura no sōshi , "Tatoshienaki mono") 







Coordinating particle  ka primarily occurs in the construction …  ka … ka , and                       




Tatsu nami o yuki ka hana ka to fuku kaze zo yose tsutsu hito o hakaru                               
beranaru ( Tosa nikki , 18.1) 



















Koro wa nigatsu jūhachinichi no tori no koku bakari no koto naru ni, orifushi                           
kitakaze hageshikute, iso utsu nami mo takakarikeri ( Heike monogatari , 11,                   
Nasu no Yoichi) 
It was the eighteenth day of the second month, about 6 in the evening. At                             





This category comprises those particles which fulfil a nominalizing function, that is                       
constitute a unity with the word they modify, creating an expression that in terms of                             
function can be considered a  taigen . Typical examples are the Nara particle  raku                          
[, and the Heian particle  ku [, which some authors classify as suffixes. Although                           
still frequently used in the most ancient literary texts, from the Heian era they were                             
retained only in a number of standard expressions, including  iwaku {{[/ä{[                     








This substantivizing particle is attached to the SSK of  kaminidan ,  shimonidan ,                     
kahen , and  sahen verbs, as well as to the SSK of the jodōshi tsup,  nu  x, and  shimu                                     




Shio miteba irinuru iso no kusa nare ya miraku sukunaku kouraku no ōki                         
( Man'yōshū , 7:1394) 




Omoitsutsu i mo negateni to akashitsuraku mo nagaki kono yo o ( Man'yōshū ,                       
4:485) 
Longing for you, I was not able to get to sleep, and spent a wakeful night. A                                 
very long night that is. 
 
Note : This particle should be distinguished from the peculiar construction in which                       








Ume no hana chiramaku oshimi wagasono no take no hayashi ni uguisu naku                         
mo ( Man'yōshū , 5:824) 
Lamenting the scattering of the plum blossoms, a bush warbler is singing, in                         
the bamboo thicket in my garden. 
 




Takehaya Susano'o no mikoto ni noritamaishiku "Imashi mikoto wa unabara                   
o shirase" to kotoyosashiki ( Kojiki , Jō, "Izanagi no mikoto to Izanami no                       
mikoto") 
Thus he commissioned Takehaya Susano'o no mikoto, saying, "Thou shalt rule                     
the seas." 
 







Kusamakura tabi inishi kimi ga kaerikomu tsukihi o shiramu sube no                     
shiranaku ( Man'yōshū , 17:3937) 
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